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PREFACE 
In the present dissertation an attempt has been made to discuss 
"On Orthogonal Polynomials". This dissertation comprises of five chapters. 
Definitions and equations have been numbered chapter wise. The section 
number is followed by the number of equation for example (4.5.1) refers to 
equation number 1 of section 5 of chapter 4. 
CHAPTER I; Gives a brief review of some important special functions, some 
preliminary concepts, the definitions and notations, which commonly arise in 
practice, generating functions generalized hypergeometric function, Linear, 
Bilinear, Bilateral, Multi variable, Multi linear. Multi-lateral and multiple 
generating functions. 
CHAPTERII: The present chapter is study of orthogonality, properties of 
orthogonal polynomials, Rodrigues formula. Recurrence relations. Generating 
function. Classification of orthogonal polynomials. This chapter also deals with 
all these properties of Laguerre, Hermite,Jacobiand special cases of Jacobi 
polynomials. 
CHAPTERIII: This chapter introduces limit relations of Jacobi, 
Gagenbauer/Ultraspherical, Laguerre and Hemite with basic hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials. 
CHAPTER IV: Concerns with the q-analogues of the polynomials, their 
definitions, orthogonal relations, three term recurrence relations, second order 
difference equations, forward and backward shift operators, Rodrigues 
formulas and generating functions listed in Askey-sciieme. 
Also deals with limit relations between different families of orthogonal 
polynomials in both schemes and this chapter also deal how to obtain the 
classical hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials from their q-analogues. 
CHAPTER V: Deals how the 'classical' hypergeometric orthogonal 
polynomials of the Askey-scheme can be obtained from their q-analogues. 
In the end an exhaustive and upto date list of original papers related to 
the subject matters of this dissertation have been provided in the form of a 
bibliography. 
CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
"A special function is a real or complex valued function of one or more real or 
complex variables which is specified so completely that its numerical values could in 
principle be tabulated". Besides elementary functions such as x",e\\o%x and sin x, "higher 
functions", both transcendental (such as Bessel function) and algebraic (such as various 
polynomials) come under the category of special functions. "Special functions are solutions 
of a wide class of mathematically and physically relevant functional equations." They have 
centuries of history with immense literature and are known for their ambiguity and great 
applicability within mathematics as well as outside it. 
Special functions play an important role in the formalism of mathematical physics 
and provide a unique tool for developing simplified yet realistic models of physical 
problems. A vast mathematical literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions 
as constructed in the works of Euler,Chebyshev,Hermite,Legendre and other classical 
authors. 
The study of special functions grew up with the calculus and in consequently one 
of the oldest branches of analysis. The history of special functions is closely tied to the 
problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics they were solved in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the boundary value problems and electromagnetism and heat in the 
nineteenth and the eign value problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth century England was the birth place of special functions. John wallis 
at the oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma function long before 
Euler reach it. Euler found most of the major properties of the gamma function around 
1730.In 1972 Euler evaluated the Beta function integral in terms of the gamma function. 
Other significant developments were the discovery of Vander mode's theorems in 1772, 
and the definition of Legendre polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by 
Laplace and Legendre during 1982-1985. 
1.2 DEFINITIONS NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED: 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION: 
The gamma function is defined as 
r(z)=. 
\r''e-'dt,Rl{z)>0 
(1.2.1) 
r(z + i) 
-,/?/(z)<0,z^ 0,-1,-2 
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL AND THE FACTORIAL FUNCTION: 
Pochhammer's symbol (/l)„ is defined as 
\XiA + \){X + 2) (A + n- \)Jfn = 1,2,3,. 
^ l - v ' ^ ' v v ' ^ ' - V . . - - ,- .- , (12 .2 ) 
^ '" [Ufn = 0 
Since (l)„ =n!, (A)„ may be looked upon as a generalization of elementary factorial. In 
terms of gamma function, we have 
r(A + «) (^)„ -
r(A) A ^ 0,-1,-2,. 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
f^^ A{A-l) (A-n + l) (-1)"M)„ 
Also we have 
n\ 
(-1)" 
Equation (1.2.3) also yields 
(4,.„=(4,(^+'"l 
which, in conjunction with (1.2.5), gives 
For A = 1, we have 
r(-i)*«! 
(«-/t)! ,0 < A: < « 
«! 
n=l,2,3. . . A^0,±l,±2, 
(1.2.3) 
(1.2.4) 
(1.2.5) 
(1.2.6) 
(1.2.7) 
LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA: 
In view of the definition (1.2.2), we have 
(4„=2-[ | ]f i + i l , „=0,1,2... 
v2;,A2 2;,, 
(1.2.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma function, viz. 
,2r-lr^,_,r^,_ . -^ _ . n • , - (j 2.9) rzViiz) = 2''-' r(z)r(z + -),z ^ o,—,-i,— 
2 2 2 
GAUSS'S MULTIPLICATION THEORUM: 
For every positive integer m, we have 
(4,.=('«rnf^^-^^V-o,i,2,.... 
7=1 V m J 
Which reduces to (1.2.8) when m=2. 
Starting from (1.2.10) with A = mz,\i can be proved that 
r(m7)= 2;r)"/77'"-'"=nr V - / \ y 7 -1 - 2 
(1.2.10) 
z + - , z ^ 0 , — , — , ,m=1.2.3 (1.2.11) 
'=' V /?? y mm 
Which is known in the literature as Gauss's multiplication theorem for the Gamma 
function. 
THE BETA FUNCTION: 
The Beta function Bia,fi) is a function of two complex variables a and/?, defined by 
B{a,fi) = 
\t''-\l-\y-'dt,Rl{a)>0,RKfi)>0 
n ^ H ^ , / ? / ( a ) < 0,Rlifi) < OJ ^ -1,-2,... 
Jia + P) 
The Gamma function and the Beta function are related by the following relation 
B ( p , q ) = ^ ^ , P , . ^ 0,-1,-2,... 
(1.2.12) 
(1.2.13) 
1.3 BESSEL FUNCTION: 
Bessel's equation of order n is 
•, d'y dy , 2 is n X-—f+ x^^ + (x +n )y = 0 
dx' dx 
Where n is non-negative integer. 
The series solution of the equation (1.3.1) is 
•A,w = Z-
(-1)' ^x^ 
y^j 
2r+n 
The series (1.3.2) converges for an x. 
We can J„(x) Bessel fiinction of first kind. 
The generating function for the Bessel function is given by 
X 
exp 2<'-7' = I'V.W 
Bessel function is connected with hypergeometric function by the relation 
• / „ ( ^ ) = p ^ ^ n F , 
(l + «) 
-;1 + «; - X " 
(1.3.1) 
(1.3.2) 
(1.3.3) 
(1.3.4) 
1.4 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of Special fianctions in 
general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. Some of the orthogonal polynomials 
and their connection with hypergeometric function used in this dissertation are given 
below: 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS: 
Hermite polynomials are defined by means of generating relation: 
CO / " 
exp(2x/-/-) = y / / „ ( x ) — 
valid for all finite x and t and we can easily obtain 
'^'(-l)*«!(2x)"-'* 
.^w = Z 
tt k\{n-2k)\ 
(1.4.1) 
(1.4.2) 
JACOBI POLYNOMIALS: 
The Jacobi polynomials P^"'^\x) are defined by generating relation 
y 
t ^ ( l + «)„(l + y5)„ 
= 0 ^ 1 -;l + a ; - r ( x - l ) 
* F -;l + /?;^r(x + l) Re(Qr)>-l,Re(y5)>-l. (1.4.3) 
Tlie Jacobi polynomials have a number of finite series representations. One of them is 
given below. 
- (l + «)„(l + « + y9U (x-l^' 
U2"klin-k)\(n-2ky. 
Where 
Y ifniseven 
rY-ifnisodd 
(1.4.5) 
^" UkKn-k)K\ + a\i\ + a + fi)„{ 2 ) 
Vox p = a the Jacobi polynomial p " ' " {x) is known as Ultra spherical polynomial which 
is connected with the Gagenbauer polynomial Q" {x) by the relation 
^ " (1 + 2a) „ 
For a-P = 0,equation (1.4.4) reduces to Legendre Polynomial P„{x)-
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS: 
Legendre polynomial, denoted by P „ {x) is defined by the generating relation 
{\-2xxW)y^-f^P„{xr 
For |r| < 1 and jx| < 1 
The Legendre polynomial P„(x) of order n can also be defined by the equation 
(1.4.6) 
(1.4.7) 
1.5 HYPERGEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION: 
Jacobi polynomial: 
• . ( " . / ! ) Fn^) a + n 
n 
2 ^ . n,a + P-\-n + \\a + \; - z 
Legendre polynomial: 
,(0.0) 
^«W-Pl"%K^,-«,« + !;!; l - r 
Hermite polynomial: 
(1.5.1; 
(1.5.2) 
H„{z) = {2z)\F, -n \ n -1 (1.5.3) 
Laguerre polynomial: 
W(^)^(l±«k,f,[_„;u«;zl (1.5.4) 
Ml 
1.6 GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION AND ITS 
GENERALIZATION: 
The second order linear differential equation 
z{\-z)^ + [c-{a + b + \)z]—-abw = ^ (1.6.1) 
dz dz 
has a solution 
{a)„{b).,'^" 
w =r 
«=o (c)„ "! 
Where a,b,c are real or complex parameters independent of z for c neither zero nor a 
negative integer and is denoted by 2^1(0,b;c;z) i.e 
,f,(.,»;c;z) = | ; < ^ 4 (1.6.2) 
t^ (c)„ «! 
which is known as Hypergeometric function. The special case a=c, b=l or b=c, a=l yields 
CO n 
the elementary geometric series V — ,hence the term hypergeometric. 
„-o - ' ni
Generalized Hypergeometric Function: 
The hypergeometric function defined in eq(1.4.13) can be generalized in an obvious way. 
where p,q are positive integer or zero. The numerator parameter or,, a^ and the 
denominator parameter /3^, ,fi take on complex values, provide that 
/^, ^0,-1,-2, ,j=l,2, q. 
Convergence of F, 
The series ^ F 
(i) Converges for all \z\ < 00 ifp < q . 
(ii) Converges for \z\ < 1 if p=q+l and 
(iii) Diverges for all z, z^ 0 if p>q+l 
Furthermore if we set 
Then the ,^F,^  series with p=q+l is 
(i) Absolutely convergent for |z| = l ifRe(w)>0 
(ii) Conditionally convergent for |z|=1 ,z ^ t 1 if -1 <Re(w)<0 
(iii) Divergent for |z| = 1 if Re(w) < - 1 . 
An important special case when p=q=l, the equation (1.4.14) reduces t the confluent 
hypergeometric series , F, named as Rummer's series is given by 
,F,(a;c;z) = y ^ - (1.6.4) 
when p=2, q=l, equation (1.4.14) reduces to ordinary hypergeometric function ^ F, of 
second order given by(1.4.13) 
1.7 HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION OF TWO AND SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
Appeil Function 
In 1880,Appell introduced four hypergeometric series which are generalized of Gauss 
hypergeometric function 2 F, and are given below: 
F,la;l,.l,;r,..y].t^^hP^^ M4l4<l). (1.7.1) 
..7^ 0 (c)„,,„ mini 
n% {cl[cl mini 
L8 HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF ONE AND TWO VARIABLES: 
Rainville[l 76]the Hermite polynomials H „ (x) are defined as: 
e x p ( 2 x t - t ^ ) = X ^ ^ ^ ^ (1.8.1) 
valid for all finite x and t. 
Since exp(2xt-t ^ ) =exp(2xt)exp(-t ^ ) 
'"(ixyr ,,v^(-i)'v'", 
«=o 
(-l)*(2x)"-"/" 
„=o «! "! 
tito kl{n-2k)l 
It follows from (1.8.1) that 
^ / ^ |i(-l)'(2x)"-'*«! 
t.o kl{n-2k)l 
In 1998, M.A.Khan and G.S.Abdukhammash[124]undertaken the study of Hermite 
polynomials of two variables and obtained many useful results: 
M.A.Khan and G.S.Abukhammash[124]defined Hermite polynomials of 
two variables H„ (x,y) as follows: 
; , ( , , , ) . | " ' - ( - . r / / . - . ( ^ ) (,8.3) 
"^ ^' t'o r]in-2k)\ 
Where //„ (x) is the well-known Hermite polynomials of one variable. 
1.9 BESSEL POLYNOMIALS OF ONE AND TWO VARIABLES: 
The simple Bessel polynomials 
- X , yAx)=,F,[-n,\ + n--;—] (1-9.1) 
ySa,b,x)^,F,[-n,a-\ + n--,-^] (1.9.2) 
0 
And the generalized one 
were investigated by H.L.Krall and O.Frink in (1949). 
M.A.Khan & Khursheed Ahmad [122] defined Bessel polynomials y {x,y) as 
follows: 
n=0 A=0 ' •.^ . \ •^ J \ •^ J 
I.IO GENERAL CLASS OF MULTIVARIABLE POLYNOMIALS: 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Laplace introduced the concept of'Generating function' in 1812.Since then the theory of 
generating functions has been developed into various directions. Generating relations of 
Special functions arise in a diverse range of applications in quantum physics, molecular 
chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number theory etc. Generating 
functions play an important role in the investigation of various useful properties of the 
sequences, which they generate. There are various methods of obtaining generating 
functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of special functions(and polynomials). 
LINEAR GENERATING FUNCTION: 
Consider a two variable function F(x,t) ,which possesses a formal(not necessarily 
convergent for t ?^  O)power series expansion in t such that 
Fixj) = f^f„(xr (110.1) 
Where each member of the coefficient set {/.(x)}"^^ is independent oft. Then, the 
expansion (1.10,1) of F(x,t) is said to have generated the set {/„(J:)} and F{x,t) is called 
a linear generating function (or simply, a generating function)for the set {/„(x).} 
The definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
G{x,t) = f^C„g„(xr (1.10.2) 
Where the sequence {C„ }"^ (, may contain the parameters of the set g„ (x), but independent 
ofxandt. 
If C„ and g„{x) in expansion (1.10.2) are prescribed and if we can formally 
determine the sum function G(x,/) in terms of known special functions, then we say that 
the generating functions G(x,/) has been found. 
Further, if the set {/„(jc)| is defined for n = 0,±l,±2 then the definition 
(1.10.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
F\x,t) = Y.rJn{xr (1.10.3) 
n=0 
where the sequence {;'„}"^ _„ is independent of x and t. 
LINEAR AND BILATERAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
If a three variable function F{x,y,t) possesses a formal power series expansion in t such 
that 
F{x^yj) = Y^rj„{x)f,Xyr (1-10.4) 
n=0 
Where the sequence {Y„] is independent of x,y and t, then F{x,yJ) is called a bilinear 
generating function for the set {/„(jc)}. 
More generally, if F{x,y,t) can be expanded in powers oft in the form 
F{x,y,t) = f^yJ„,„,{x)fp,,,{yr. (1.10.5) 
where a{n) and /3{n) are function of n which are not necessary equal, then also 
F{x,y,t) is called a bilinear generating function for the set {/„ (x)]. 
Further, suppose that a three variable function H{x,y,t) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
H{x,y,t) = f^hJ„{x)g„{y)t" (1.10.6) 
where the sequence {h„} is independent of x,y and t and the sets of functions {/„(jc)}"^ o 
and {g„(j:)}"^o are different. ThQH{x,yJ) is called a bilateral generating function for the 
setf{/„(x)}or{g„(x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
H{x,y,t) = f^r„L,„,{x)gp,„,{yr (1.10.7) 
(1=0 
Where the sequence {/„} is independent of x,y and t, the sets of functions {/„(x)}"_o and 
Q^ are different necessarily equal. 
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MULTI-VARIABLE, MULTI-LINEAR, MULTI-LATERAL AND MULTIPLE 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Suppose that G(x^,X2, ,^^^'0 '^ function of r +1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers oft such that 
G(x„x„ ,x/,t) = f^C„g„ix,,x,, x,)t" (1.10.8) 
Where the sequence {C„| is independent of the variables x,,Xj, ,x^ andt. 
Then G(x,,X2, ,x/,t) is called a generating function for the set |g„(x,,X2,...., x ,^}*^^ 
corresponding to the non-zero coefficients C„. 
Similarly, we expand the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions to 
include such multivariable generating functions as : 
G(X|,X2, ,x/,yi,y2,....,y/,t) 
(1.10.9) 
And 
f^{x^,Xj, ,x/,y^,yJ,....,y,•,t) 
(1.10.10) 
,1=0 
Respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G{x^,x^,....,x/,t) given by eq (1.10.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
gniXt,X„ , ^ J = A „ „ ) ( ^ , ) A 2 ( , „ ( ^ 2 ) farinMr). ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 1 ) 
Where a^(n),a-,{n), ,«,(«) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the function occurring on the right hand side of (1.10.11) are all different, 
then the multi-variable generating function(1.10.8) multiple generating function which 
may be defined by 
K^i ,^2 ' ,x,;/|, /2,... . , / ,) 
V ^ , r^^  . ^ «. ^ (1.10.12) 
iif.n^,. ,n,=0 
Where the multiple sequence {c(n,,«2 n^)} is independent of the variables 
^1,^2 X, and ,^,^ 2 i , . 
Further, definitions (1.10.8) and (1.10.12) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series 
expansions 
QO 
^ U l ' ^ 2 ' -,X/,t)- 2j^nSn(^\^^2^ ^r}^" (1.10.13) 
^'(x|,X2,....,x^;/|,/,,....,/J 
^ / . „ n (1.10.14) 
= Z-'^("i'"2' "rT,,,., nMt,x,, ,x,.)/; i; n^ .Hj, " , =-(« 
1.11 ASKEY-SCHEME OF HYPERGEOMETRIC ORTHOGONAL 
POLYNOMIALS: 
In 1998, Roelof koekoek and Rene F.Swartlouw gave a report on Askey scheme of 
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials. They collected known formulas for some 
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials and arranged them into the Askey 
scheme.Description of all classical hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials is given which 
appear in the Askey-scheme. 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in 
general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. The subject of orthogonal 
polynomials is a classical one whose origins can be traced to Legendre's work on 
planetary motion with important applications to physics and to probability and statistics 
and other branches of mathematics, the subject flourished through the first third of this 
Century. 
Orthogonal Polynomials seemed to have first been developed by Legendre and 
Laplace in their work in Celestial mechanics. One of the next developments was work of 
Laplace on probability theory. Both of these dealt with specific sets of orthogonal 
polynomials, first polynomials orthogonal with respect to a symmetric beta distribution on 
(-1, 1) and then the normal distribution on the whole real line. 
The general theory starts with Chebyshev in 1850s. Chebyshev was probably the first 
mathematician to recognize the general concept of'Orthogonal polynomials'.A few 
particular 'Orthogonal polynomials' occurring in the work of various mathematicians is 
mentioned later. 
The field of orthogonal polynomials developed in the late 19"^  century from a study of 
continued fractions by Stieltjes. 
In 1965 Askey published 'On some problems posed by Karlin and Szego concerning 
orthogonal polynomials' 
In 1975 Askey published an important book 'Orthogonal polynomials and Special 
functions'. 
Several important ordinary differential equations of mathematical physics have the form 
d 
(1 dx 
• , , ^dR{x) 
s{x)w{x) 
dx 
Some examples are 
1) Hermite equation 
2x^^ + Xy = Q (1.11.2) 
dx^ dx 
2) Lagurre equation 
d~ V dv 
X — ^ - ( u + l - x ) ^ + Av = 0 (1.11.3) 
ax~ ax 
3) Legendre equation 
( l - x ^ ) ^ - 2 x ^ + Aj;-0 (1.11.4) 
dx dx 
In all the cases of interest the functions s (x) and w (x) are real valued and satisfy: 
w(x)>0, forx€ (a,b) (1.11.5) 
for suitable interval (a,b) and 
s(a)w(a)=s(b)s(b)=0 (1.11.6) 
This functions s (x) and w (x) for the differential equations (1.11.2)-(1.11.4) are 
listed in Table-1 
Table! POLYNOMIAL SOLUTIONS 
Equation 
Hermite 
Laguerre 
Legendre 
w(x) 
e-^ 
x\e' 
1 
s(x) 
1 
JC 
{\-x') 
Interval 
a = -cc,b = 00 
a = -0,b = co 
a = -\,b^l 
A 
2n 
n 
n(n+l) 
If we define 
h 
(/?„,/?„,)-} wix)R„{x)RJx)cix. (1.11.7) 
it has all properties of real scalar product and the solutions of the differential equation 
(2.1.1) for two different values A ^ i,, ,of A ,satisfy orthogonality relations 
(R„ ,RJ = \ Mix)R„ {x)R„, ix)dx. = 0, for A ^ A„ (1.11.8) 
The orthogonality property (1.11.8) makes use of (1.11.5 and 1.11.6), and can be proved 
directly from differential equation (1.11.1). 
Under suitable conditions on parameter A in the differential equation, the solutions 
are real polynomial solutions, which satisfy the orthogonality property (1.11.8). These 
orthogonal polynomials are very important for a large number of physical problems. At 
first we prove orthogonality property (1.11.8) of the solutions of solutions (1.11.1) under 
conditions (1.11.5) and (1.11.6). 
1.12 LIMIT RELATIONS BETWEEN HYPERGEOMETRIC 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS; 
In 1998, Roelof koekock and Rene F.Swarttouw gave limit relations between 
different families of orthogonal polynomials in Askey-scheme and point out how 
to obtain the classical hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials from their q-
analogues. 
(A) Jacobi —^Laguerre. 
The Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the Jacobi polynomials defined by 
(1.12.1) by letting and then 
jto_P<..^)(i_|)=4».W, 
n.i2.n 
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(B) Laguerre —iHermite. 
The Hermite polynomials defined by 
H„{x) = i2x)\F, -nl2-n{n-\)l2 1 (1.12.2) 
can be obtained from the Laguerre polynomials given by (1.12.1) by taking the limit 
or —^  com the following way: 
(1.12.3) 
(C) Meixner __vLaguerre. 
If we take and in the definition 
U„{x-,P,c)=,F, -n,-x 
P 
1- (1.12.4) 
(definition of Meixner)of the Meixner polynomials and let c 
polynomials : 
. ( a ) 
Iwe obtain the Laguerre 
l imM„( ^—^;Qr + l , c l = - ^ ^ j 
C - ' l 
^^V) 
Lk'{0) (1.12.5) 
(D) Meixner-Pollaczek _iLaguerre. 
The Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials 
defined by 
- /7, A + ix 
-e (1.12.6) 
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(definition of Meixner-Pollaczek) by the substitution 
letting 
A = | ( a - | - l ) x - - i ( ^ - ^ 
and 
^-/-*"*'(-^^*) = ^ °^'w- (1.12.7) 
1.13 BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS AND 
ORTHOGONAL q-POLYNOMIALS: 
The theory of q-analogues or q-extensions of classical formulas and functions is 
based on the observation that 
lim- = or 
'/-•' 1 - q 
Therefore the number (l - q)" /(l - q) is sometimes called the basic number [a]. 
q-analogueof the Pochhammer symbol (or)^  is defined by 
(a):=l and (a), :=a(a+l)(a+2) (a+k-l),k-l,2,3, 
This q-extension is given by 
( \ , . («;9)* :=(l-a)(l-a<7)(l-ag-) ( l -a^* ' ' ) ,^ = 1,2,3, 
{a\q)^ : - l and 
It is clear 
"-' (l-^*j 
Assume always 0 < ^  < 1 
In 1998,Roelof koekoek and Rene F.Swarttouw collected known formulas for 
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials and arranged them into a q analogue which is 
called q-scheme. This q-scheme was not completely documented in the literature so they 
filled in some gaps in order to get some sort of'complete' scheme of q-hypegeometric 
orthogonal polynomials. 
1.14 From basic to classical hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials: 
Big ^-Jacobi —> Jacobi 
and in the definition of the big ^-Jacobi polynomials 
q ,abq ,x 
If we set c = 0, 
P,Xx\a,b,c;q)=^^^{ 
and let we find the Jacobi polynomials given by 
aq,cq 
q\(i)- (1.14.1) 
p^a.Ps^^^Ja + \)„^^^-n,n + a + p + \ 
n\ a + 
~x (1.14.2) 
14 
\^P,Xx;q\q''m-^"^,.,p,^^^ • (1.14.3) 
c = —q^ 
If we take for arbitrary real 'instead ofc = 0 we find 
v«./')/ 
lirn/^,(xw",/,-^-^) = ^ - ^ . (1.14.4) 
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CHAPTER2 
ASKEY-SCHEME 
OF 
HYPERGEOMETRIC 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Abstract: 
The present chapter is study of orthogonaHty, properties of orthogonal 
polynomials, Rodrigues formula, Recurrence relations. Generating function, Classification 
of orthogonal polynomials. This chapter also deals with all these properties of Laguerre. 
Hermite,Jacobiand special cases of Jacobi polynomials. 
2.1. Introduction: 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in 
general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. The subject of orthogonal 
polynomials is a classical one whose origins can be traced to Legendre's work on 
planetary motion with important applications to physics and to probability and statistics 
and other branches of mathematics, the subject flourished through the first third of this 
Century. 
Orthogonal Polynomials seemed to have first been developed by Legend re and 
Laplace in their work in Celestial mechanics. One of the next developments was work of 
Laplace on probability theory. Both of these dealt with specific sets of orthogonal 
polynomials, first polynomials orthogonal with respect to a symmetric beta distribution on 
(-1, 1) and then the normal distribution on the whole real line. 
The general theory starts with Chebyshev in 1850s. Chebyshev was probably the first 
mathematician to recognize the general concept of'Orthogonal polynomials'.A few 
particular 'Orthogonal polynomials' occurring in the work of various mathematicians is 
mentioned later. 
The field of orthogonal polynomials developed in the late 19"^  century from a study of 
continued fractions by Stieltjes. 
In 1965 Askey published 'On some problems posed by Karlin and Szego concerning 
orthogonal polynomials' 
In 1975 Askey published an important book 'Orthogonal polynomials and Special 
functions'. 
Slpvpral imnrvrtnnt r\rAir\cir\i A'iffarant\n\ oniiiti/-vi->o ^r.v.iofKQrv.>nt;^^l ^U,,^:»» u„.,^ «u« c—.», 
d_ 
dx 
s{x)w{x) dR{x) 
dx 
Some examples are 
4) Hermite equation 
— ~ - 2 x - ^ + A,y = 0 
(2.1.1) 
dx dx 
5) Lagurre equation 
dy 
- (u + l - x ) - f + Ay=:0 
ax dx 
6) Legendre equation 
{\-x') 
dx' 
'- dy 
-2x-^ + Ay = 0 
dx 
(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
In all the cases of interest the functions s (x) and w (x) are real valued and satisfy: 
w(x)>0, forxe (a,b) (2.1.5) 
for suitable interval (a,b) and 
s(a)w(a)=s(b)s(b)=0 (2.1.6) 
This functions s (x) and w (x) for the differential equations (2.1.2)-(2.1.4) are listed 
in Table-1 
Table-I POLYNOMIAL SOLUTIONS 
Equation 
Hermite 
Laguerre 
Legendre 
w(x) 
e - ' 
x\e' 
1 
s(x) 
1 
X 
{\-x') 
Interval 
a = -00,b = 00 
a = - 0 , 6 = CO 
fl = - 1 , 6 = 1 
A 
2n 
n 
n(n+l) 
If we define 
h 
{R„,R„,) = \ w{x)R„{x)R„{x)dx. (2.1.7) 
it has all properties of real scalar product and the solutions of the differential equation 
(2.1.1) for two different values A ?^  A„ ,of /I ,satisfy orthogonality relations 
h 
{R,„R„) = \ w{x)R„{x)R Jx)dx. = 0, for A ^ A„ (2.1.8) 
a 
The orthogonality property (2,1.8) makes use of (2.1.5 and 2.1.6), and can be proved 
directly from differential equation (2.1.1). 
Under suitable conditions on paianietci A in the differential equation, the solutions 
are real polynomial solutions, which satisfy the orthogonality property (2.1.8). These 
orthogonal polynomials are very important for a large number of physical problems. At 
first we prove orthogonality property (2.1.8) of the solutions of solutions (2.1.1) under 
conditions (2.1.5) and (2.1.6). 
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2.2 Orthogonality: 
The equations satisfied by R „, (x) and R„ (x), the two solutions for A = A„, and A = A„ , 
are 
ax ax 
±[sixMx)^^] = AMx)R„ 
ax ax 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
Multiply by R„ (x) and by R,„(x), and integrate each equation from a to b, and subtract the 
resulting equations we get 
{K-K)\RMKixM^)d^ = 
K(^) dx s{x)w{x) dR„.{x) dx d_ dx ,ixMx)^^^dx dx 
On integrating with parts we get 
and 
K(x)|[.(x)w,.)i?^j dx -
R„{x)s{x)w{x) 
dx ^" ^ dx dx 
K(^)x dx s{x)'w{x) dx dx = 
«.(.,.(.M.)^IMi^.v(.)w(.)*»<'^' 
dx dx dx 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
In the r.h.s of (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) the first term is zero .The second terms, being symmetric 
in m and n, cancel when (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) are substituted in the r.h.s of (2.2.3) giving 
{K-^„)lRn,ix)R„{x)w{x)dx = Q (2.2.6) 
If A,„ ^ A,,, the eq (2.2.6) implies the orthogonality property (2.1.8). 
2.3 Properties of Orthogonal poiynomiais : 
Orthogonal polynomials have very useful properties in the solution of 
mathematical and physical problems. Just as fourier series provide a convenient method of 
expanding a periodic function in a series of linearly independent terms. Orthogonal 
polynomials provide a natural way to solve, expand and interpret solutions to many types 
of important differential equations.Orthogonal polynomials are especially easy to generate 
using Gram-Schmidt normalization. 
It has already been pointed out that for certain special values of A the eqns. 
(2.1.2)-(2.1.4) have polynomial solutions. In the following discussions we shall be 
interested in polynomial solutions of the equations of type (2.1.1), which obey the 
orthogonality property (2.1.8). The restriction (2.1.6) ensures the orthogonality of the 
polynomial solutions. The restriction (2.1.5) implies that the integral 
* 
{R„,R„)=\w(x)R„ix)R„{x)dx (2.3.1) 
called the normalisation, is positive definite and can be zero if and only if i?„ vanishes 
identically. The properties of polynomial solutions of interest to us are as follows: 
1. Rodrigues formula 
2. Recurrence relations 
3. Differential equation 
4. Generating function 
5. Orthogonality and normalization 
The polynomial solutions arise as solutions of differential equations in physics, 
subject to some boundary conditions. The differential equation can be solved in the 
individual cases, by the method of series solution giving explicit form of the polynomials 
except for an overall normalisation constant. 
One can also construct the orthogonal polynomials by making use of the 
orthogonality property (2.1.8) to orthoganolise the monomialsl,x^...,x",... by the grm 
schimdt orthogonalisation procedure. This approach uses orthogonality property (2.1.8) 
as the starting point. 
One can also start from the generating function of the orthogonal polynomials and 
derive other properties. 
The approaches discussed above are not general ones and one requires a separate 
discussion for each polynomial. We shall follow an approach based on the rodrigues 
formula and give a general treatment of the properties of the orthogonal polynomials 
without specializing to any particular polynomial. This approach followed by us has the 
advantage that it also enables us to classify the set of classical orthogonal polynomials 
with w(x) and s(x) satisfying a set of general constraints. 
2.4 The Rodrigues formula : 
The classical polynomial solutions can be expressed in a compact form 
RAx) = ^ -]-^{w(x)s{xr) (2.4.1) 
C„ w{x) dx 
This formula called the rodrigues formula will be taken as the starting point of 
our discussion following Dennery and Krz>vricki's treatment. Almost all the important 
properties of classical orthogonal polynomials, such as orthogonality property, 
recurrence relations, differential equation can be proved in a general fashion starting 
from the Rodrigues formula. The expression for the generating function for the different 
polynomials can be obtained from the Rodrigues formula. 
The approach based on the Rodrigues formula has another advantage, viz ,it 
allows one to find all possible forms of the weight function w(x) and the function s(x) 
4. R, = ^ -^ \ is a polynomial of first degree. 
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and hence the full set of orthogonal polynomials satisfying a set of very general 
requirements. For our present purpose we shall work out the consequences of the 
following requirements. 
1. w(x)> 0 for X in an interval (a,b),including the possibility of an interval. 
2. w(a)s(a)=w(b)s(b)=0.1n addition we demand that the polynomials in x must 
be integrable with the weight function w(x) over the interval. 
3. s(x) is a polynomial of degree <2,with real roots. 
1 d{SM') 
w{x) dx 
As we have already discussed the requirements (1) and (2) allow us to define a 
scalar product and ensure the orthogonality of polynomials given by Rodrigues formula. 
The remaining two requirements are sufficient to prove that all the functions R„ (x) 
defined by (2.4.1) are infact polynomials. The requirements l)-4) are very restrictive and 
determine the permitted forms of the w(x) and s(x). 
Lemma 1; 
If p(x) is a polynomial in x of degree less than or equal to 1, then q(x) defined by 
1 w" 
q{x) = {w{x)s{xY p{x)) (2.4.2) 
w{x)s{xy" dx"' 
is a polynomial in x of degree less than or equal to 1+m. 
Proof: 
Note that R, (x) is a polynomial of degree one. Thus 
^>(^'> = -^,~i''(^Mx)) = six)~^J^ + ^ (2.4.3) 
w(x) dx w{x) dx dx 
Casel: 
.when m=l.For m=l, on the differentiation, we find 
1 d'" 
q{x) = {w{x)s{x)p{x)) 
M>{x)s{x)"-'" dx"' '^ ' (2.4.4) 
f s 1 ^^' / ^ dsix) , , nix) 
= s{x)—~~p{x) + n - ^ + s{x)^ (2.4.5) 
w(x) dx dx dx 
p(x) + s(x)^ (2.4.6) 
dx 
R,ix) + (n-l)^^^''^ 
dx 
Because s(x) is a polynomial in x of degree < 2 and p(x) is a polynomial of 
degree < 1 ,the right hand side of the above equation is a clearly a polynomial of 
degree < 1+1 .The result of the lemma can be proved in a similar fashion for m > 1. 
Lemma2: 
The functions R„{x) defined by (2.4.1) above are polynomials of degree <n. 
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Proof: 
Taking p(x)=l,(hence 1=0) and m=n in (2.4.2),q(x) of (2.4.2) becomes 
proportional to R„ .Lemma 1 shows that these are the polynomials in x of degree <n. We 
shall later show that R„ are, in fact, polynomials of degree equal to n.(see Lemma 5) 
Lemma 3: 
The functions w(x) and s(x) satisfy 
^ ^ ^ | . = < , . = . = 0 , f o r a l l m < « (2.4.7) 
Proof: 
Taking p(x)=l,(hence l=0),m=n in (2.4.2) and using Lemma 1 it follows that q(x) 
defined by 
q{x) = ^w{x)s{x)") (2.4.8) 
jm 
(w(x)i(x)") = w{x)s"-"'{x)q{x) ( S i n c e n - m > \ , n - m - \ > Q ) 
dx"' 
^w{x)s{x)s"-'"-\x)q{x) (2.4.9) 
vanishes at x=a and x=b due to the requirement (2.4.2) that s(a)w(a)=s(b)w(b)=0. 
Lemma 4; 
R„ (x) is orthogonal to every polynomial of degree < n-\. If p(x) is a polynomial of 
degree k, 
h 
Ji?„(jc)/7(x)w(x)^ = 0 ifk<n-\. (2.4.10) 
a 
Proof: 
We prove the required result by substituting the Rodrigues formula for R„ (x) and 
integrating by parts. Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree k<n-l as in the statement of the 
Lemma, then 
\R(x)pix)w{x)dx = \p{x) {w{x)s(x))dx 
J " J/^ v y^„v (2.4.11) 
^ " - ( w ( x ) . " ( x ) , j ^O0^ ' - (w(x ) . " (x ) ) 
dx" -\ I" J dx dx'-' ' 
The first term vanishes when we use Lemma 3.Next we repeat above steps k times to get 
"fo / ^ / X / xj 'rdpix) d"-\w{x)s"{x)) , 
\R^Xx)p{x)w{x)dx = - \ - ^ ^-±-L yf'dx (2,4.13) 
because p(x) is a polynomial of degree k, the first term inside the integral is a 
constant and the integral is proportional to 
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^, <ix = - , ;- / , ^ : (Note « - / : > ! ) (2.4.15) "rd"-' {w{x)s"ix)^ _ d"-'-' iw{x)s" jx)) 
J dx"-' dx 
a 
and is seen to vanish due to Lemma3. 
Lemma 5; 
R^ (x) and R^ (x) are orthogonal for j ?t k 
h 
• JRj(x)R,{x)w{x)dx = 0 if j^k (2.4.16) 
a 
This result follows trivially from Lemma. If y < ^ we take n=j and identify p(x) of lemma 
4 with R^ (x), otherwise we take n=k and p(x) =R , (x) and apply lemma 4. 
We shall now use this result to prove that the degree of the polynomial R„ (x) is in fact 
equal to n. 
Lemma 6: 
R„ (x) is a polynomial of degree n. 
Proof: 
We have already proved that R„ (x) is a polynomial in x and degree of R „ (x) is 
less than or equal to n. Now we shall use the lemma 5 to show that the coefficient of x" in 
R„ (x) is non zero and hence the degree of R„ (x) is equal to n. Let a„ be the coefficient of 
x" in R„(x).Let us write R„(x)as 
R„{x)=a„x"+qix) (2.4.17) 
It follows that q(x) is a polynomial of degree < « - 1 . It is given that w(x) > 0 for all x 
hence we have 
^w{x)[R,Xx)Ydx>0 (2.4.18) 
Substituting (2.4.2) for one factor R„ (x) in (2.4.3) we get 
jw(x)[^„(x)]Kx" +q(x)]dx ^ 0 (2.4.19) 
a 
The lemma 4 implies that R„ (x) is orthogonal to all polynomials of 
degree<n-l. Hence terms involving integral of q(x) vanishes and drops out from (2.4.3) 
one gets 
a„lwix)lR„ix)ydx*0 (2.4.20) 
a 
and hence a„ 5!: 0 and R ,(x) is a polynomial of degree n. 
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Remarks: 
The set (R„ (x); n=0,1,2,3... .) is an orthogonal set. OrthogonaUty property 
implies that they are linearly independent. Thus the set (R„ (x); n=0, 1, 2, 3... .N) is a basis 
set for Polynomials of degree less than or to N. Any Polynomial p^ of degree k can in fact 
be written as a linear combination R„(x) with n<k 
P ( x ) = t a„R„ix) (2.4.21) 
0 
and the coefficients a„ can be determined by multiplying the above equation by 
R„(^)w(^) and integrating from a to b, making use of the orthogonality property this 
gives 
n n 
lwix)R„(x)pix)dx = a„ lwix)[R„ix)]"dx (2.4.22) 
and hence 
u " 
a„ = \MmAx)pix)dx/ \wix)[R„{x)rdx (2.4.23) 
2.5 Recurrence relations: 
We shall prove that any three consecutive polynomials /?„^ , (x)i?„ (x) and 
/?„_, (x) satisfy a recurrence relation of type 
R„„(x) = (a„ +j3„)R„{x) + r.A-^{x) (2.5.1) 
Let k„ i^ denote the coefficient of x""^ ' in R„^.|(x), and k„ be the coefficient of x" in 
R„(x).then 
R„.,-ik„^,/kJxR„{x) (2.5.2) 
is a polynomial in x of degree n and hence is a linear combination of R^ (x) for k<n. 
Therefore 
R„..-(^„.> /k„)xR„ix) = f^^,R,ix) (2.5.3) 
It will be proved that^^., with k< « - 2 inside the sum in the right hand side of (2.5.3) with 
R m ix)w{x), with m < rt - 2, integrate over x from a to b. 
This gives 
J K, ix)R„^, ix)wix)dx - (k,,^, Ik„) J/?„,{x)R„ix)w{x)dx = Y^4, \R,„(X)R, {x)M'{x)dx (2.5.4) 
a u * = 1 a 
In the right hand side only the term with k=m survives, as the terms with k^ m vanishes 
due to orthogonality of the polynomials R„(x). Hence 
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\R„(X)R„^, ix)w{x)dx - (^„„ /k„)\R„(X)R„ix)w{x)dx = <^„ j/?„(x)/?„ix)wix)dx (2.5.5) 
a a a 
The orthogonality Property (lemma 4) applied to l.h.s implies that the left hand 
side vanishes (m < « - 2). Hence ^„ = 0 for m < « - 2 and only ^„ and ^„ - 1 can be non-
zero. Substituting in eq (2.5.3) leads to the desired result. 
R„., W-(*«.i / * J ^ ^ „ W = ^ „^„W + 4- , V > W (2.5.6) 
Thus /?„^ , has the form 
^„.>W = K +fi„)KM + rA.-^(x) (2.5.7) 
The constants a„ p„andy„cas\ be determined in terms of lc„ and the normalisation 
integral. However we shall skip this, we follow a simpler approach of using the generating 
function to derive recurrence relation for each polynomial separately. 
2.6 Differential Equation: 
We shall now derive the form of the differential equation satisfied by the polynomials R ^ 
We start by recalling that R ,^ is a polynomial of degree N, hence — R^^ (x) is a 
dx 
polynomial of degree N-1 < N. Applying lemma 1 of lecture 2 with p(x)= — R^ (x) and 
dx 
m=n=l,we have the result that 
^ '^-{s{x)w{x)~R,) (2.6.1) 
w{x) dx dx 
is a polynomial of degree < N.This expression can therefore be expressed as a linear 
combination of polynomials R^ with k<N. 
- l - ^ ( 5 ( x ) i v ( x ) ^ / ? , ) = X^*^ . (2.6.2) 
vi'(x) dx dx jT] 
It will be proved now that ^^ t = 0 for all k<N and hence only the term with 
Rfj (x) is present in the right hand side of (2.6.2). The constants ^^  can be determined, as 
before by multiplying (2.6.2) by Rj (x)w(x) and integrating over x from a to b. Due to 
orthogonality of the polynomials Rj and R,^, only the term with k=n survives in the right 
hand side of (2.6.2). Therefore the resulting equation, which determines (^ „ ,is 
\RM)-~ — {s{x)w{x)—R,)dx = Y.^Aw{x)Rj{x)R,{x)dx (2.6.3) 
or 
d d 
^, \W{X)R^{X)R^{X)=\R^{X)—---{S{X)W{X) — R,) (2.6.4) 
; Kx) dx dx 
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^^  \w{x)R^{x)R^{x)dx = \R^{x)----{s{x)w{x)—R^)dx (2.6.5) 
Eq(2.6.4),on integration by parts two times and using w(a)s(a)=w(b)s(b)=0,becomes 
(s(x)w(x)— 
\v{x) dx dx 
h 
^ lw{x)qix)R„{x)dx (2.6.6) 
a 
where we have defined q(x) by 
g(x) = - j -4- (5(x)M<x)^/? , ) (2.6.7) 
w(x) dx dx 
JO 
Note thai 1 < y < iV - 1 and that —-{x) is a polynomial of degree j -1 , hence lemma 1 of 
dx 
(2.4) implies that q(x) is a polynomial of degree equal to j . The integral appearing in the 
right hand side of (2.6.6) is, therefore zero for all j<N. This implies that ^^  =0 for j<N and 
(2.6.2) gives 
' '^^s{x)w{x)^R,\ = ^,R,{x) (2.6.8) 
w{x) dx dx ) 
This is required form of the differential satisfied by R^ {x). 
2.7 Generating Function: 
The Rodrigues formula can be used in many different ways to derive 
properties of the orthogonal polynomials. In many cases it turns out simpler to use the 
generating functions of the orthogonal polynomials. Hence, taking the example of Hermile 
polynomials we shall, at first, show how the generating function can be obtained from the 
Rodrigues formula. Later we shall take up some illustrative applications of the generating 
function. 
We shall derive the expression for the generating functions of the Hermite 
polynomials using the Rodrigues formula. The expression for the generating function for 
the other cases can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
Let /„(x),« =integer, be a set of functions. The generating function is a function of two 
variables x and t .Z(x,t),such that the coefficients of the expansions of Z(x,t) in powers oft 
are proportional to the functions / ,(x). For example, the generating function for the 
Hermite polynomials is 
Z(x,t)=exp(2x-/^) (2.7.1) 
When expanded in powers oft, we get 
tx^{2x-t') = Y^-HSx) a.l.l) 
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Similarly the generating function for the Legendre polynomials P„ (x) is given by 
i\-2xl-t') = f^rP„ (2.7.3) 
M=0 
Hermite poiynomials: 
/•(^ ) = _LfJI£l^^ (2.7.4) 
7I / ( ^ ) 
2;n J(^-2)(" + l) 
where F is contour enclosing the point z, and the function f is analytic for all 
points on the contour and inside the contour T .The Rodrigues formula for the Hermite 
polynomials is 
H„{x) = {-\re''—e-'' (2.7.6) 
" dx" 
using (2.7.5) we get 
H„(x) = ^ ^ l i l l ^ e ' ^ f - ^ - - ^ c (2.7.7) 
t^«! tit 2m ^(^-x) 
= y - U " [^ "^ "^ "^,e--"t/^  (2.7.9) 
The series can be summed using 
^ /"(-I)" 
t^(^-x)' '^' ~ ( ^ - x + 0 I T T ^ ^ T T ^ (2.7.10) 
This gives 
±'-HM) = ^ e'\—±-^-^'d^ (2.7.11) 
t^"! 2;n /(^-M + r) 
=exp[jc '-(x-0'] (2.7.12) 
=exp(2xt-t^) (2.7.13) 
2.8 Using the Generating Function: 
Recurrence relations 
Now we shall discuss how the generating function can be used to prove 
properties of orthogonal polynomials and to evaluate integrals involving them. The 
examples to be discussed concern the Hermite polynomials; the Generating function for 
the Hermite polynomials H„(x) is given by (2.7.13) 
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exp(2xt-t^) = X ^ / / „ ( x ) (2.8.1) 
E X A M P L E 1: 
We shall derive the recurrence relations for the Hermite polynomials using the 
Generating function. Differentiating (2.8.1) with respect to x we get 
2lcxp{2xt-t') = f^-^~H„ix) (2.8.2) 
to n\dx 
Substituting the series (2.8.1) on the left hand side we get 
Comparing coefficients of t'" we get 
2 - i - / / , „_ , (x ) = l ^ / / , „ ( x ) (2.8.4) 
m - 1 ! ml ax 
This gives us one of the recurrence relations 
-^//„,(x) = 2m//,„,(x) (2.8.5) 
ax 
To derive the other recurrence relation we differentiate (2.8.1) w.r.t t and proceed as 
above. Thus 
(2x-20exp(2x/- /^) = X « ^ ^ / / „ ( x ) (2.8.6) 
00 xH 
Replacing the exponential on the left hand side by V—H„{x) 
( 2 x - 2 / ) X ^ / / „ ( x ) = | ; « ^ / / „ ( x ) (2.8.7) 
or 
2 ^ I - ^ - . W - 2 Z — W „ W = i ; - — - / / „ ( x ) (2.8.8) 
Compairing the coefficients of /"' on both sides we get 
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-H„,{x)--^H„.,ix) = -H„,,ix) (2.8.9) 
ml (m -1)! ml 
or 
//„,„ (X) = 2x//„(x) - 2m//„., (X) (2.8.10) 
2.9 Orthogonality and normalization: 
EXAMPLE 1: 
We shall the Generating function to prove the orthogonality of the Hermite 
polynomials and compute the normalisation integral 
y H„ (x)//,„ {x)dx = V^2" n\d„,„ (2.9.1) 
We write the product of two generating functions, viz 
exp(2x5-5-) = | ; ^ / / „ ( x ) (2.9.2) 
and that gives (2.8.2).This gives 
exp(2x.v + 2/x-5^ -t') = Y.'~-,H„{x)Y^~H„,{x) (2.9.3) 
,~ n! 
~ nl „,.o w! 
or 
<x:) v^ .n 
Y,J^-H„ix) — H„,{x)-^M2xs + 2tx-.s' -r) (2.9.4) 
H=o,~ "! w' 
Next multipltiply (2.9.4) by exp (x'^)and integrate over x from -oo to oothe right hand 
side then becomes 
jexp(2x5 + 2/x-5^ -/^)exp(x ^)dx 
- c o 
00 
= exp(-.v^ -t^) je\p(2x(s + l)-x^)dx 
= exp(-.v- -/^)exp[(i + r)^] |exp[-(x-.v-/)^]Jx 
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00 
=exp(2st) jexp(-x^) 
- c o 
= V^exp(250 (2.9.5) 
the equations(2.9.4) and (2.9.5) give 
y y — - fexp(-x')//„(x)//„,(x)a[r = V^exp(250 (2.9.6) 
„=n m=n w! n\ i n Q m=0 " ' • " • _oo 
The right hand side is now expanded in powers of s and t and we compare the coefficients 
of s"/" on both sides. Notice that the right hand side will not have any term s"'/"in which 
powers of m and n are different (m^n). This gives 
CO 
jexp(-x')//„(x)//„,(x)abc-0 form^n (2.9.7) 
- c o 
Expanding the exponential in r.h.s and rewriting (2.9.6) as 
Z I ^ ^ Jexp(-x^)//„(x)//,„(x)^r = V ^ X ^ (2.9.8) 
and comparing the coefficients of (st")on the both sides of (2.9.8) we get 
- - ]exp(-x^)//„(x)//„(x)cfx = V ^ ^ (2.9.9) 
or 
jexp(-x' )//„ (x)//„ (x)d!x = V^«!2" (2.9.10) 
- 0 0 
Combining (2.9.7) and (2.9.10) we get the desired relation (2.9.1). 
E X A M P L E 2: 
In the above example the normalization integral was computed without making use 
of orthogonality relation. In fact the orthogonality relation was also proved. Here in this 
example we shall compute the normalization integral using the generating function and 
show that the calculation can be simplified if we are allowed to use the orthogonality 
relation. This computation will be done for the Legendre polynomials. 
Using the generating function and assuming the orthogonality property we shall 
prove 
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\PAx)P„{x)dx = -—^ (2.9.11) 
J (2m+ 1) 
The generating function of the Legendre polynomials is 
il-2xl + l'y"=f^rP„ix) (2.9.12) 
We write one more generating function of the Legendre polynomials 
(\-2xs + s')-'"=f^s"P„{x) (2.9.13) 
H=0 
Multiplying (2.9.12) and (2.9.13) and integrating over x from -1 to 1 we get 
l{\-2xt + l'y''\\-2xs + .s'r"dx = f^f^rs-\P,Xx)P,Ax) (2.9.14) 
_I /i=0 m=0 -I 
If we have to prove the orthogonality relation for the Legendre polynomials the integral on 
the l.h.s must be evaluated and the answer will turn out to be product of .v and /.The terms 
containing unequal powers of .y and / will be absent implying the orthogonality relation. 
The computation can be simplified if we assume that the Legendre polynomials are 
orthogonal. Thus we assume 
1 
\pjx)P„{x)dx = 0 (2.9.15) 
Ad denote the integral by I „ 
\,= lP„{x)P,.{x)dx (2.9.16) 
-1 
Setting s=t (keeping them different is neede only for a proof of orthogonality) we get 
ji\-2xt + l'rdx^f^f^t ]p„{x)PJx)dx (2.9.17) 
-1 11=0 »;=0 _| 
As the terms with m^ n are absent in the r.h.s, we write (40) as 
Y,t"' lP,.(x)P„{x)dx = l(\-2xl + rrdx (2.9.18) 
"=0 - i - I 
Or, integrating one gets 
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-[log(l + 0 - l o g ( l - 0 ] = Z / " ' \PAx)P„(x)ct (2.9.19) 
(1=0 -1 
Next we expand the l.h.s of (2.9.19) in powers oft, 
log(l+t)-log(l-t)-[t-y + y - ] - [ / -> - / ] (2.9.20) 
Or 
log(l+t)-log(l-t)=2[t+^ + ' - +....] = 2 Z - ^ (2-9.21) 
3 5 „.o (2" 4-1) 
Substituting (2.9.21) in (2.9.19) we get 
00 1 - ^ CO - 2 M + I CO - 2 / / 
X / " l/'„W/',,W^ = 7S7f7T^ = 2 X - f - ^ (2.9.22) 
to _, ^ to (2" +1) „=o (2« +1) 
Compairing powers of t we immediately get 
In=\P„i^KMdx = - ^ ^ (2.9.23) 
•'. (2/7 + 1) 
2.10 Classification of the Orthogonal Polynomials: 
We shall now discuss the classification of the classical orthogonal polynomials. 
We start with the Rodrigues formula 
R„{x) = ~-^^^i^ix)s{x)") (2.10.1) 
A:,  w{x) ax 
The overall normalisation k„ will not be fixed for the present. The functions w(x) and s(x) 
are required to satisfy the following restrictions. 
1. w(x) > 0 for X in an interval (a,b),including the possibility of infinite interval. 
2. w(a)s(a)=w(b)s(b)=O.In addition we demand that allowed polynomials in x must be 
integrable with the weight function w(x) over all the interval. 
3. s(x) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 2 with real roots. 
4. R„(J : ) = (M'(X)S(X)) is a polynomial of degree 1. 
w{x) dx 
Using these three conditions we shall attempt to determine allowed forms of 
w(x).This will lead to a classification of the orthogonal polynomials. 
Given w(x) and s(x) we can construct the orthogonal polynomials satisfying the 
orthogonality property which has the form 
h 
\w{x)R,Xx)R„,{x)dx^^ form^n (2.10.2) 
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The orthogonality property does not change when w(x) is multiplied with a constant. 
We shall therefore, use this freedom to adjust an overall factor w(x) in a suitable way. 
We note that, under a linear change of variable x to y=ax+b, 
a) The polynomials of degree n go over to polynomials of degree n and 
b) The orthogonality property holds in terms of the new variable with a different range 
of integration. 
c) The form of s(x) does not change. 
We shall use this freedom of linear transformation and changing this scale 
of w(x), to bring w(x) to a standard form. Having done this, the interval (a,b) gets, 
when one makes use of the requirement no.(2). 
We shall successfully take s(x) to be constant a first degree and second 
degree polynomial and we shall work out the consequences of the restriction no.4 that 
1 dw(x)s(x) 
w{x) dx 
degree I which takes the form 
^ ^•{w{x)six}) = -x (2.10.3) 
R, (x) is a polynomial of degree 1 .This implies that —^—^ is a polynomial of 
w{x) dx 
We can write (2.10.3) in the form 
s(x) —logw(x) = - x - ^ ^ (2.10.4) 
dx dx 
Case I: s(x)=constant 
Let us now assume that s(x) is a constant, say a .eq(2.10.4) gives 
— logwix) = -x/a (2.10.5) 
dx 
Integrating (2.10.5) we get 
logw(x)=-xV2a+c (2.10.6) 
Or, 
w(x)=exp(c)exp(-xV2a) (2.10.7) 
We can take c=0 and a = 1/2 without any further... Changing the value of c and a 
amounts to a different normalisation w(x) and a different scale of x.Thus we arrive at 
w(x)=exp(-x^),s(x)=l (2.10.8) 
The interval (a,b) is determined from the condition that w(a)s(a)=w(b)s(b)=0.The only 
possible choice for the interval is the whole real line(-oo,Qo)This case corresponds to 
the Hermite polynomials. 
Case II: s(x) =Dolvnomial of degree 1 
Let s(x) is a polynomial of degree 1 say /?(j:-a).from (2.10.4) we get 
s(x) —logM'(x) = - x - / ? (2.10.9) 
dx 
d . ^ ^ {x + fi) \ 
— logw(x) = - ^ — ^ - - (2.10.10) 
dx p(x-a) p 
Integrating (2.10.10) we get 
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l o g w ( x ) = - i ^ ^ - ^ + log(c) (2.10.11) 
Where C is a constant of integration. Thus we have 
w(x)=C(x-a)"exp(-x/^) (2.10.12) 
with 
v = -{a + P)/p (2.10.13) 
The weight function must be such that 
h 
\w{x)R„{x)R„{x)dx (2.10.14) 
a 
must be finite for all Polynomials R„{x) and R„,(x) .This requirement gives u > -1,we 
make a linear transformation {x-a)l fi ^ y and rename y as x again. With this 
transformation s(x) and w(x) are given, up to a multipHcative constant, by 
s(x)=x and w(x)=x"^exp(-jc) (2.10.15) 
The interval (a,b)is determined by vanishing of s(x)s(x) at x=a and x=b. This gives a=0 
and b= CO .This case corresponds to the Laguerre polynomials J^„{x)-
Case III: Degree of s(x) =2 
Let s(x) is a polynomial of degree 2.Let us write s(x) in the form yix -a){x~ ft). Eq 
(2.10.4) assumes the form 
s(x)logw(x)=-x-/(x-/9)-/(;c-a) (2.10.16) 
We rewrite this equation as 
logw(x)= ' ' — (2.10.17) 
y{x-a){x-P) {x-a) (x-/?) 
doing the partial fraction we rewrite this equation as 
— logw(x) = - ^ ^ ^ + — ^ ^ (2.10.18) 
dx {x-cc) (x-fi) 
where 
M = -\ ;u = - l ^ (2.10.19) 
riP-a) riP-a) 
Integrating (2.10.18) we get 
w(x)=const(x-a)"(x-y9)'^ (2.10.20) 
The requirement that the integral (2.10.14) exists for polynomials implies that 
/u>\;u>\ (2.10.21) 
with a linear transformation 
2x-a-p 
-—, - ^ y (2.10.22) 
P -a 
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and the variable y renamed as x and leaving out multiplicative constants in s(x) and w(x) 
as before we get 
w(x)=(l-x)''(l + x)"; 
s(x)=l-jc' 
(2.10.23) 
(2.10.24) 
The values of s(x)w(x) vanishes as x=±l.Thus we have a=-l,b=l.This leads to the 
Jacobi polynomials p^'" (x). 
The case when s(x) has a double root and correspondingly has a form y{x -a)',does not 
lead to a solution consistant with the requirement that s(x)w(x) vanish for two values of x. 
Table! POLYNOMIAL SOLUTIONS 
Equation 
Hermite 
Laguerre 
Jacobi 
w(x) 
e-' 
x\e' 
{\-xy{\ + x)" 
s(x) 
1 
X 
(\-x') 
Interval 
a = -<X),b -co 
a = -0,b = <x> 
a = -\,h = \ 
2.11 Miscelleneous applications: 
We shall now show that the generating function can be used to get the values of the 
orthogonal polynomials at special points. 
a) P„(l) = landP„(- l ) = (-l)" 
The generating fiinction for the Legendre polynomials is 
(l-2xt+t')-'"=£/'T„(x) C 
;i=0 
setting x= 1 we get 
E'"^.o)= 
n=0 (1-0 (2.11.2) 
Comparing the coefficients oft" gives P„(l) = l.If we set x=-l in (2.11.2) we would get 
Z'"^„(-l) = 
H=0 (1 + 0 (2.11.3) 
which gives P„(-l) = (-l)" 
b) L„(0) = 1: 
The generating function for the Laguerre polynomials is 
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'^t"L„{x) = -^^^xp[xt/i\-0] (IMA) 
Put x=0 to get 
I,t"L„iO) = 
(1-0 
(2.11.5) 
Therefore, 
L„(0) = 1 (2.11.6) 
2.12 Laguerre: 
Definition. 
L'>)=^^.F, -n 
a + \ 
(2.12. 
Orthogonality, 
} - t a ri"), X r « / ^ J r ( « + ff + 1) 
0 «1 
(2.12.2) 
Recurrence relation. 
( f f ) . ( f f ) , 
(2.12,3) 
Normalized Recurrence relation 
xPn M = p„ i^ (x) + (2« + or + \)p„ (x) + n{n + a)p„,, {x) (2.12.4) 
( f f ) , 
r '" '(;,). H i : ^ _^(;C) 
Where ^ " /.! "^ "^  ' 
Differential equation 
xy\x) + (or + 1 - x)y\x) + «>'(x) = 0,>'(x) = /^"'(x). 
Forward shift operator 
— / {x) = - T , (x) 
Backward shift operator 
^ ^ Z „ W + ( a - x ) ^ ^ W = (" + 1)I„., (X) 
(2.12.5) 
(2.12.6) 
(2.12.7) 
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or equivalently 
ax 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
n!ld!x:. 
r 
[e-^x"*") 
(2.12.8) 
(2.12.9) 
Generating functions. 
(i-o-exp[^]=|:Lrw^" 
e'o'^i 
a + 1 
. (a) 
- J C / = 1 rrw. 
(l-o^^F, 7 
or + I 
xt 
/ - I =z 
(a) 
; ^ (a+1)„ l]"'ixr , 7 arbitrary 
(2.12.10) 
(2.12.11) 
(2.12.12) 
Remarks: The definition (2.12.1) of the Laguerre polynomials can also be written as: 
In this way the Laguerre polynomials can be defined for all or. Then we have the following, 
connection with the Charlier polynomials: 
(-«)" 
n\ 
-C„{x-a) = LT\^y 
The Laguerre polynomials defined by (2.12.1) and the Hermite polynomials defined by 
(2.13.1) are connected by the following quadratic transformations: 
/ /2 .W = ( - l )""!2" 'Lr ' ' (^ ' )and 
// , ,„(x) = (-l)"n!2^-'x/^;;'(x^). 
In the combinatorics the Laguerre polynomials with a =0 are often called Rook 
polynomials. 
References.[I],[2],[3],[7],[8],[9],[10],[ll],[12],[14],[17],[21],[24],[26],[28],[31],[32],[37]. 
[38],[39],[40],[41],[42],[43],[44],[45],[47],[48],[51],[53],[52],[56],[57],[59],[60],[65],[68]. 
[70],[78],[79],[83],[84],[86],[87],[89],[91],[94],[95],[97],[98],[99],[100],[101],[102],[103],[ 
104],[134],[135],[140],[143],[147],[148],[149],[150],[151],[152],[153],[154],[155]],[159],[ 
161],[164],[166],[167],[168],[175],[179],[183],[184],[185],[186],[192],[194],[196]. 
2.13 Hermite: 
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Definition. 
H„ix) = {2xr,F,\ 
^-nl2-n{n-\)l2 (2.13.1) 
Orthogonality. 
±.\-^'H„ix)H„ix)dx^Tn\c 
Recurrence relation. 
/ / „ , , (x) -2x/ / „ (x) + 2«//„_,(x) = 0. 
(2.13.2) 
(2.13.3) 
Normalized Recurrence relation 
where 
^P„W = P„.iW+2^"-i^^)' 
H„{x) = rp„{x) 
Differential equation 
y {X) - 2xy (x) + 2ny{x) = 0, y{x) = H„ (x). 
Forward shift operator 
-^//„(x) = 2«//„_,(x). 
ax 
Backward shift operator 
^H„{x)-2xH„{x) = -H„^,{x). 
ax 
or equivalently 
^{e-'H„{x)]--e-'H„,,{x). 
ax 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
"'^«w-(-i)"[|]"t^i 
Generating functions. 
exp(2x/-/^) = X ^ ^ ^ " . 
(2.13.4) 
(2.13.5) 
(2.13.6) 
(2.13.7) 
(2.13.8) 
(2.13,9) 
(2.13.10) 
,,=0 " ! 
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ti (2")! 
£^ (2")! 
(2.13.11) 
(2.13.12) 
(l + ^ ) " ^ ^ , 
V2 T^]-t^"'''' 2n 
Xt 
.fu? ,^, V2 
xV^ 
1 + r =z 
W + 2^n 7 / / . . \ . 2 n + l 
,7 arbitrary. 
t^(2« + l)! ^.„.,w/^ 
(2.13.13) 
1 + 2X/ + 4/' 
r-exp 
(l + At'-y 
^ Ax't' 
1 + 4/ T I = E ^ " . "=0 1/2 
(2.13.14) 
where [or]denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to a. 
Remarks. The Hermite polynomials can also be written as: 
H„{x) J^\-\)'{2xr- 2k 
n\ to k\{n-2k)\ 
where [or] denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to a . 
The Laguerre polynomials defined by (2.12.1) and the Hemite polynomials defined by 
(2.13.1) are connected by the following quadratic transformations: 
//,„(x) = (-l)"«!2^"L/'(jc^)and 
W2„.,W = (-!)" «!2^"^'xllhx^). 
References. [2], [8], [9], [11], [12], [14], [17], [24], [29], [34], [36], [37], [38], [39], [50], 
[52], [56], [58], [59], [69], [70], [83], [84], [88], [89], [95], [99], [137], [148], [151], [153], 
[154], [155], [159], [161], [164], [166], [168], [175], [179], [181], [188], [192], [194], 
[196], [198]. 
2.14 Jacobi: 
Definition. 
p'r(x)-'^^,F, 
n\ 
-n,n + a + P + \ 
a + \ 
\-x (2.14.1) 
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Orthogonality. 
- I 
2"'^'' r(« + a + I)r(n+ /? + !) 
2n + a + fi + \ r{n + a + /i + \)n\ 
Recurrence relation. 
S„„,a>-\ and J3>~\. (2.14.2) 
^" i2n + a+j3 + \){2n + a^-/3 + 2)^"'' 
P'-a' 
+ i2n + a + P){2n + a + fi + 2) P:"M 
{2n + a + p){2n + a + fi + \) 
Normalized Recurrence relation. 
xp„ ix) = p,,,, (x) + ^ - - — — p„ (x) 
{2n + a + p){2n + a + P + 2) 
2{n^a){n^P) ^,.,„^^.^ ^2.14.3) 
An{n + a){n + P){n + a + P) 
' P„-,W, (2.14.4) {2n + a + p-\){2n + a + P)-{2n + a + p + \) 
,/,)^^^ (« + « + /? + !)„ 
Differential equation. 
{\-x'^)y\x) + [p-a-{a + p + 2)x\y\x) + n{n + a + p + \))y{x) = 0,y{x) = p""\x).{2.\A.t 
where p;_ (x) = ^ , ^ '" p„ (x). 
2 n\ 
Forward shift operator. 
-^Pn W = ~^-P„-^ W- (2.14.6) 
Backward shift operator. 
i\-x')^py\x) + liP-a)-ia^P)x]py\x) = -2in-,l)p^-'-'^^^ (2.14.7) 
or equivalently 
dx p-xTiX^xY p^:-'\x)\=~2{n^m-xr\\^xr pl-;'''\x). (2.14.8) 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
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Generating functions. 
=t]L(±]h-xr"{\+xr''] 
rn\[dx) ^ 
= S P T ^ ' W / " , / ? = yl\-2xt+t\ 
0 ^ , 
a + \ 
ix-\)t 
0 ^ , 
y 
/? + l 
^{a.P), jx^Di]^^ P : " ' W ,„ 
t^,{a + \),XP + ^)„ 
(i-zr-'-'^F, 
a ( a + y9+ ! ) , { («+ y9 +2) 
2 
Ct + l 
2(jc-l)/ 
(i-/r J 
=|;(^i:^p<;-^'(x)r" 
(1 + 0 -a-fi-l 
,,=0 (a +1)„ 
^\{a + p + \),\{a + fi + 2) 
^F, 
V y9 + l 
2{x + ])t \ 
E 
/i=0 
(« + yg + l)„ „,„,/;) 
(/9 + l)„ 
(1+/)-' J 
p:'\xr. 
( 
.Fs 
y,a + /] + \-y 
a +. 
\-R-t 
,F, 
'y,a + P + \-Y 
j3 + \ 
\-R + l 
t ^ (a + l )„(^ + l)„ ^ " 
(2.14.9) 
(2.14.10) 
(2.14.11) 
(2.14.12) 
(2.14.13) 
(2.14.14) 
The Jacobi polynomials are also related to the Gagenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials 
defined by (2.15.1) by the quadratic transformations: 
{2x' -1) and 
c":,w=7th-p;p='(2-=-o-1 1 , 
V2/„+l 
References. [2], [3], [8], [10], [11], [14], [17],[15], [16], [17], [19], [20], [22], [24], [25], 
[30], [37], [40], [48], [49], [51], [52], [54], [55], [57], [59], [60], [61], [63], [66], [67], 
[69], [70],[71],[72], [73], [74], [75],[76], [77], [78], [80], [81], [82], [85], [89], [90], [92], 
[93], [94], [95], [96], [98], [100],[110],[111],[116], [135], [136],[138],[139], [141], [142], 
[144], [147], [149], [150], [152], [153], [154], [156], [157], [158], [159], [160], [162], 
[163], [164], [166], [169], [170], [171], [173], [174], [175], [180],[182], [185], [186], 
[187], [189], [190], [192], [194], [195], [200]. 
2.15 Special cases of Jacobi polynomiais: 
(A) Gagenbauer /Ul traspher ica l 
Definition. The Gagenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials are Jacobi polynomials with 
a-(i = X-~ and another normalization: 
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^ -n,n + 2X 
V^  + i 
\-x 
,A?tO. (2.15.1) 
Orthogonality. 
' • ' ;zr(« + 2A)2 ' " ' lo-^')'"^ci'*wc;''w^= {r(A)}-(« + Ay. ^ „ , „ ' ^ > - T and A ^0(2 .15 .2) 
Recurrence relation. 
( / ! ) , V ^ ) . 2(«+A)xcr(x)=(«+i)c;:;w+("+2A-i)c:;,w (2.15.3) 
Normalized Recurrence relation 
A7(« + 2A-1 ) 
XP„(^) = P „ . l W + 4(/7 + A-1) (AJ + A) P,,-.(^K 
where 
Differential equation 
c;'w=^/'..w 
( / i ) . 
(2.15.4) 
{\-x')y\x)-{2?i + \)xy\x) + n{n + 2^)y{x) = Q,y{x) = C\^x). (2.15.5) 
Forward shift operator. 
Backward shift operator. 
or equivalently 
.2V' 2 - -< ' ' ) . 
0-^0 ^C:(^) 
( . . l ) ( 2 i . . - l ) ^ , _ ^ , ^ - ^ . - 0 ( ^ ^ ^ 
2 ( A - 1 ) 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
1 
'-'- -).„^_ (2^)-,(-l)" (dX o-^')" 'Cl ' 'w (A + i)„2"«!^rfxj 
Generating functions. 
(i-2x/+/^)-^=|;c;>)'"-
(1-x^) 
/?+/?-
n=0 
/?" '''-''"^''^ =t^c'y^r,R-J^^^^^. 
oF, 
v^ + i 
(x-1)/ 
J ti (2A)„ 
oF, 
A + ^ 
{x + \)l £ c:;'(x) , 
t^(2A)„(A+|)„ 
A + -L 
(x^-I)/^' 
t^ (2A)„ 
(2.15.6) 
(2.15.7) 
(2.15.8) 
(2.15.9) 
(2.15.10) 
(2.15.11) 
(2.15.12) 
(2.15.13) 
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2 ^ - , 
\-R-t 
2F, 
(rM-r \-R + l \ 
/ i + l 
^ I n n ^ ! 1 " u ' ' C l ' ' ( ^ ) ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - 2 ^ ^ + ^^rarbitrary (2.15.14) 
( 1 - A : 0 ' \ F . 2 ' I 
/"ly i y + ll 
>i + J: 
(x^-1)'^ 
(l-x/)^ J = Z 7 ^ C l ' ' W ^ " ' ? ' a r b i t r a r y . (2.15.15) 
Remarks. The case A=0 needs another normalization. In that case we have the 
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind described in the subsection (B). 
The Gegenbauer(or ultraspherical)polynomials defined by (2.15.1)and the Jacobi 
polynomials given by (2.14.1)are related by the quadratic transformations: 
C"W = g^Pr' ' '"(2-^-0 and 
V2/„+l 
References. [2], [3], [8], [10], [11], [14], [15], [16], [17], [19], [20], [22], [24], [25], 
[30], [37], [40], [48], [49], [51], [52], [54], [55], [57], [59], [60], [61], [63], [66], [67], 
[69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [80], [81], [82], [85], [89], [90]. 
[92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [98], [100],[111],[116], [135], [136], [138], [139], [141], [142]. 
[144], [147], [149], [150], [152], [153], [154], [156], [157], [158], [159], [160], [162], 
[163], [164], [166], [169], [170], [171], [173], [174], [175], [180], [185], [186], [187], 
[189], [190], [192], [194], [195], [200]. 
(B) Chebyshev 
Definitions. The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind can be obtained from the Jacobi 
polynomials by taking a = P = -\. 
P '' ' (x) f. n,n 
1 
V2 
\-x (2.15.16) 
and the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind can be obtained from the Jacobi 
polynomials by taking a = P = \ . 
V,Xx) = {n + \) pri^) 
p^ii) = (« + l),F, 
n,n + 2 
\2 
1-x (2.15.17) 
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Orthogonality. 
I 
li\-x'yh,ix)T,xx)dx = ^™„"^0 2 mil nS„„,n = Q 
\{\-x'VU„,{x)U,i{x)dx='^5„, 
Recurrence relations. 
2xr„(x)-7„„(x) + 7„_,(x),ro(x) = l and T,{x) = x. 
2xU„{x) = U„Jx) + U„_,{x). 
Normalized Recurrence relation. 
1 
where 
where 
xP,M) = Pi,M) + -Pi.Ax),Poix) = '^ and P,{x) = x, 
T„{x) = rp„{x). 
1 
u„{x) = rp„{x). 
(2.15.18) 
(2.15.19) 
(2.15.20) 
(2.1.5.21) 
(2.15.22) 
(2.15.23) 
Differential equation. 
i\-x')y(x)-xyix) + n'yix) = 0,y{x) = TSx). 
{\-x')yix)-3xy{x) + n{n + 2)y{x)^0,y{x)^U„{x). 
(2.15.24) 
(2.15.25) 
Forward shift operator. 
^T„{x) = nU„_,{x). 
ax 
Backward shift operator. 
{\-x')~U„(A-) -xU„(X) = -{n + l)r„,,(X) 
ax 
or equivalently 
= ~in + m~x'y'T„^,{x) 
(2.15.26) 
(2.15.27) 
(2.15.28) 
Rodrigues-type formulas. 
(l-x^ )-V,.(.) = m ^ ^ 
" ^'^ ^" Kdx (f)„2" 
Generating functions. 
\-2xt+t' t^ 
(2.15.29) 
(2.15.30) 
(2.15.31) 
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, «. (i) , 
n! n=0 
0 ^ , 
(x- l ) / 
o/^, 
V2 
(X + 1)/ 
(2.15.32) 
(2.15.33) 
e" F (I ' - l ) /" 
n=0 
7;w,.. 
17! 
(2.15.34) 
2 ^ , 
V2 
1- /? - / 
2/^, 1 
V2 
1-/? + / \ 
=y^iLp:k7;_(;c)/", /? = Vrr2^^M^,r arbitrary. (2.15.35) 
( l - x O - ^ F , ^-lr,l7 + 4 
2 n /2 ix'-l)t 
(1-x/)-' J = Z ^ 7 ^ „ W / " , 7 arbitrary. (1=0 ni 
(2.15.36) 
l -2x / + r n^ 
(II 
R^\(\ + R-xt) ;f^(« + l)! 
£_k^^(x)/",i? = Vi-2x/ + /-. 
(2.15.37) 
(2.15.38) 
0 ^ , 
ix-l)t 
oF, 
ix + l)l 
= 1 
e" F (x^-1)/^^ 
2F^ 
r2-r 
V2 
V2 
\-R-t 
iiin+iy. • 
' ^ra-r 
2 ^ , 2 
V2 
\-R + t \ 
t^ (|)„(« + 1)! 
(2.15.39) 
(2.15.40) 
(2.15.41) 
( l -x / ) -%/^ 
/^ly l y + l 
2 / ' 2 ' 2 
V2 
(x^-l)r^ 
(1-xO^ 
= I 7 ^ ^ " W ' > arbitrary, 
t^ (« + !)! (2.15.42) 
Remarks. The Chebyshev polynomials can also be written as: 
r„(jc) = cos(A7arccosx) 
and 
Further we have 
sin(« + l)^ 
^„(x) = — ^ — ^ ^ , x = cos^. 
sin^ 
d ) , 
f^«w=c: w 
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where Q \x) denotes the Gegenbauer(or ultraspherical)polynomial defined by (2.15.1) 
in the preceding. 
References. [2], [20], [26], [27], [33], [52], [58], [62], [69], [92], [158], [159], [164], 
[175], [178], [179], [192], [194], [197]. 
(C) Legendre/Spherical 
Deflnition. The Legendre (or spherical) polynomials are Jacobi polynomials with 
a = p = Q, 
•x(0,0) 
Orthogonality. 
•n,n + \ \-x 
i 2n + \ 
(2.15.43) 
(2.15.44) 
Recurrence relation. 
(2« + \)xP„ (x) - (« + 1)P„,, (x) + nP,„, (X) (2.15.45) 
Normalized Recurrence relation. 
xP„{x) = P„.,{x) + (2«-l)(2« + l) P„-^(xl 
(2.15.46) 
where 
PAx)=(":)~p„{x). 
Differential equation. 
i\-x')y\x)-2xy{x) + n{n + \)y(x) = 0,y{x) = P„{x). (2.15.47) 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
2 n\\dx, 
[{\-xy]. (2.15.48) 
Generating functions. 
1 
, -I^PA^r-
Vl-2x/ + /^  «=o 
(2.15.49) 
2 ^ . 1 
-R-l 
2 ^ . 
r.i-r \-R + l 
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o/^ , 
(x-1)/ \ 
o/^ 
(x + 1)/ (2.15.50) 
e" F ix'-\)r^ 2-i „i 
n=0 n\ 
(2.15.51) 
^y(r )„( l ^)"p(;c) /" /? = ^\-2xl+r,r arbitrary. 
,.=0 ("!) 
(2.15.52) 
( l - x / ) - ^ F , ' i ^ i / + i ( x ^ - l ) r ^ (1-x/)^ J - Z ^ ^ . W / " ' / a r b i t r a r y . n=0 «! (2.15.53) 
References. [2], [5], [9], [35], [37], [46], [52], [58], [62], [64], [69], [89], [159], [164]. 
[166], [175], [192], [194]. 
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CHAPTER III 
LIMIT RELATIONS BETWEEN HYPERGEOMETRIC 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Abstract: 
This chapter introduces Hmit relations of Laguerre with Jacobi, Hermite, 
Laguerre. Meixner, Meixner-pollaczek, Jacobi with Laguerre, Hermite, Hahn, continuous-
Hahn, Wilson, Hermite with Laguerre, Jacobi, charlier. Gagenbauer/Ultraspherical, 
Gagenbauer/Ultraspherical with Hermite. 
3.1 Introduction: 
This chapter gives limit relations of Jacobi,Gagenbauer/Ultraspherical,Laguerre 
and Hermite Polynomials with basic hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials. 
3.2 Laguerre: 
(A) Jacobi —^Laguerre. 
The Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the Jacobi polynomials defined by 
(3.4.1) by letting x-^1- 2/3-^1 and then / 3 - - C O 
(B) Laguerre _i.Hermite. 
(3.2.1) 
The Hermite polynomials defined by 
H„(x) = (2x)\F, -nl2-n{n-\)l2 (3.2.2) 
can be obtained from the Laguerre polynomials given by (3.2.1) by taking the limit 
Of —^  ooin the following way: 
C n \':" 
lim 
yaj L l'"((2a) '^+a)=fcfff.W. (3.2.3) 
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(C) Meixner _JLaguerre. 
If we take 
/3 = a + l x - - ( l - c ) ^i 
and in the definition 
( 
M„(x;/?,c)=,F, -n,-x i - i 
c 
\ (3.2.4) 
(definition of Meixner)of the Meixner polynomials and let c -^ Iwe obtain the Laguerre 
polynomials : 
!!?/'" fc'"+''^) = ^ {^) (0) (3.2.5) 
(D) Meixner-Pollaczek —.Laguerre. 
The Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials 
defined by 
p';'(x;^ ) = i?^."',F, -n,X + ix 
IX -e 
-2 (^ (3.2.6) 
(definition of Meixner-Pollaczek) by the substitution 
lettmg 
A = i (a - f - l ) X \4>-'x 
and 
i^5/^*°^*'(-i^-.*)=^s,-'w. (3.2.7) 
3.3 Hermite: 
(A) Laguerre —iHermite. 
The Hermite polynomials defined by (3.3.1) can be obtained from the Laguerre 
polynomials given by (3.2.1) by taking the limit or -^ oo in the following way: 
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(B) Jacobi _iHermite. 
The Hermite polynomials given by (3.3.1) follow from the Jacobi polynomials defined by 
3 = Q 
(3.4.1) by taking and letting or —' cx) in the following way: 
) 
(3.3.2) 
(C) Gegenbauer / UUraspherical _vHermite. 
The Hermite polynomials given by (4.5.6) follow from the Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) 
polynomials defined by (4.5.7) by taking and letting or —^  oo in the following 
way : 
( j . j . j ) 
(D) Meixner-PoUaczek _iHermite. 
J—i(siii0) •^ (jTvA — Acos(^) 
If we subsUtute 1 (4.5.1) in the definition of the Meixner-
PoUaczek) (4.2.5) polynomials and then let A -^ oo we obtain the Hermite polynomials: 
X-^ oo V S1I10 / n! (3.3.4) 
(E) Charlier _i.Hermite. 
X - - (2a)^/2j: -I- a 
If we set in the definition 
C„{x;a)=^Fo -n,-x (3.3.5) 
(definifion of Charlier)of the Charlier polynomials and let a —" co we find the Hermite 
polynomials defined by 
H„{x) = {2x)\E nl2-n{n-\)l2 (3.3.6) 
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In fact we have 
^lim^(2a) = "C„ ((2a)^x -\-a;a^= {-!)''H^{x). (3.3.7) 
3.4 Jacobi: 
(A) Jacobi _iLaguerre. 
The Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the Jacobi polynomials defined by (4.2.8) 
by letting 
x-^1- 2l3-'x 
and then 
/ 3 - - 0 0 
Urn P'"'^' ^ 2x] 1- — (a), =L:'W- (3.4.1) 
(B) Jacobi _>.Herinite. 
The Hermite polynomials given by(4.2.10) follow from the Jacobi polynomials defined 
6 = a by(4.2.11 )by taking and letting a —^  oo in the following way : 
lim a ^ p ; fci.a)\ X 
\ 
a J 2"n\ ' 
(3.4.2) 
(C) Hahn —Jacobi. 
To find the Jacobi polynomials from the Hahn polynomials we take J: ^^ N^  j in 
Q„{x;a,p,N)=,F, •n,n + a + fi + \-x 
^a + l-N 
« = 0,1,2, ,A .^ (3.4.3) 
(definition of Hahn )and let N —^  oo.We have 
(3.4.4) 
(D) Continuous Hahn —Jacobi. 
The Jacobi polynomials defined by (4.2.3) follow from t he continuous Hahn polynomials by 
x^-^xt a=l{Q-\-l-^tt) b= liP -\-l-it) c= 1{Q-\-1-It) 
the substitution , , , and 
d = | ( i 0 + l-f-tt). 
m 
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CHAPTER IV 
BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS AND ORTHOGONAL 
g-POLYNOMIALS 
Abstract: 
Concerns with the q-analogues of the polynomials, their definitions, orthogonal 
relations, three term recurrence relations, second order difference equations, forward and 
backward shift operators, Rodrigues formulas and generating functions listed in Askey-
scheme. 
This Chapter also deals with limit relations between different families of 
orthogonal polynomials in both schemes and this chapter also deal how to obtain the 
classical hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials from their q-analogues. 
4.1 Introduction. 
In this chapter we will list all known sets of orthogonal polynomials, which can be defined 
in terms of hypergeometric function or a basic hypergeometric function. 
We list the q-analogues of the polynomials in the Askey-scheme. We give 
their definitions, orthogonality relations, three term recurrence relations, second order 
difference equations, forward and backward shift operators, Rodrigues-type formulas and 
generating functions for all known q-analogues of the hypergeometric orthogonal 
polynomials listed in the Askey-scheme. 
Further we give limit relations between different families of orthogonal polynomials in 
both schemes and we point out how to obtain the classical hypergeometric orthogonal 
polynomials from their q-analogues. 
The theory of q-analogues or q-extensions of classical formulas and functions is based on 
the observation that 
Therefore the number is sometimes called the basic number. 
Now we can give a q-analogue of the Pochhammer-symbol =^ "^ ' 
4.2 The g-shifted factorials: 
(a; g)k 
The symbols defined in the preceding section are called ^-shifted factorials. They 
can also be defined for negative values of ^ as 
("-^^)r-=^- l i - ^-TT—7^ ^,a*q,q\...,q-'',k = -\-2-3, (4.2.1) 
(\-aq ){\-aq '). . .(!-a^*) 
Now we have 
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(,.,) _ 1 ^ i z g p l . a , , . 0,1,2,..., (4.2.2) 
where 
^n\ Ti(n — 1) 0= 
We can also define 
oo 
This implies that 
( a ; ^ ) „ = i 5 i k , (4.2.3) 
and, for any complex number A, 
{aq \q)^ 
where the principal value of is taken. 
q-' 
If we change q by we obtam 
{a;q-')„={a-'-q)„{-ayq^'\a:^0. (4.2.5) 
This formula can be used, for instance, to prove the following transformation formula 
between the little q-'Laguerre (or Wall) polynomials given by (4.7.1) and the (^-Laguerre 
polynomials defined by (4.4.1): 
/ -Qi - i \ (gjg)n TM/ ^. ^\ 
or equivalently 
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By using (4.2.5) it is not very difficult to verify the following general transformation 
formula for polynomials 
where a limit is needed when one of the parameters is equal to zero. Other transformation 
formulas can be obtained from this one by applying limits as discussed in section 0.4. 
Finally, we list a number of transformation formulas for the ^-shifted factorials, where k 
and n are nonnegative integers: 
(«W)„.* =ia;q)„{aq";q)^. (4.2.6) 
(^;^)„u =(«;?)„ («9";^)i-
(«;9)„.* =ia;q)„{aq";q)i,. 
(4.2.7) 
(4.2.8) 
{ciq';q)„ {a;q)„ 
(4.2.9) 
(4.2.10) 
{a;q)„=ia-'q'-";q),X-arq^'\a^O. 
icq-";g)„={a-'q;q)„{-ayq ^->,a^0 
(4.2.11) 
(4.2.12) 
(bq-";q)„ {b-'q-q)Xb, , a ^ 0 ,6^0. (4.2.13) 
(4.2.14) 
(«;9)„-i = («;^ )« r ^Y.B-^ («"'9'"";9). ^ a ; 
/nl: 
9^ ' ,a^O,k =0,1,2,....,/?. (4.2.15) 
,a ?t 0,6 ^0,A: = 0,1,2,...,«. (4.2.16) 
/i;t 
(9-";9). = 7 ^ ^ ( - l ) ^ 9 f * ' ' ,* =0,1,2, ,n. (4.2.17) 
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{aq-";q), = ^^"^'Tf^'[ {a-q),q-"\a:^0. 
(a"q"'';q).. 
(4.2.18) 
i^g'" ;<]),.-, = (a ' q;q)n 
( ^V"* i^W" 
(a ' q\q)k 
gWH2j^^,^0,/i:=0,l,2,...,«. 
V ^) 
(4.2.19) 
(a;<?)2„ ^{a\q^)„{a<l'A^)n-
{a~\q )„ ^{a\q),X-a\q)„-
(a;9L =(«;9^)«(ag;9 ), 
(a';^")« =(o;^)«(-«w)o 
(4.2.20) 
(4.2.21) 
(4.2.22) 
(4.2.23) 
4.3 Some special functions and their (/-analogues 
exp(2) . „ . sin(c) cos(: 
The classical exponential function and the trigonometric functions and 
can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions as 
exp(z) = e-'=oFo (4.3.1) 
(. 
sin(z) =2oF| (4.3.2) 
and 
COS(2)=oF, 
. 2 ^ 
(4.3.3) 
Further we have the well-known Bessel function which can be defined by 
JA^) .-ML 
• r (u+ i ) 0 ^ , u + l 
. l \ 
(4.3.4) 
Applying this formula to the generating function (2.12.1) of the Laguerre polynomials we 
obtain: 
{XI) 'e'J^{2^xt) = 
r(a + l ) t^(a + l)„ 
^^ 
These functions all have several ^-analogues. The exponential function for instance has 
two different natural ^-extensions, denoted by and defined by 
^Az)-=Jo fo 9; 2 ^ - 2" =z 
.,=oig;q)„ 
and 
E,iz):=o<^o (1-2 
\ « , , (2) 
„-o{q\q)„ 
; , •• N o 
z . M, (Jsl, t"^ Jr . 
(4.3.5) 
• - D 
• ^ 
^ y (4.3.6) 
These ^-analogues of the exponential function are related by 
e , ( ; : ) E , ( - r ) = l . 
They are ^--extensions of the exponential function since 
Hme,((l - g)r) = lnn£, ( ( l - q)z) = e^ 
If we set a = 0 in the ^-binomial theorem we find for the ^-exponential functions: 
'''„(2)=l^0 q\z 
( ^ ; ^ ) o 
, z< l . (4.3.7) 
Further we have 
£,,{2)=o<*c 
A 
q\-z = (-^;^)«- (4.3.8) 
For instance, these formulas can be used to obtain other versions of a generating function 
for several sets of orthogonal polynomials mentioned in this chapter. 
If we assume that \z\ < 1 we may define 
\n _2n+\ 
sm^(z) := -^ '- = \^—^ 
2' „=o (9;9)2«.i 
(4.3.9) 
and 
cos,,(z):=-^ - ^ = X , \ 
2 „=0 i(i;q)2n 
(4.3.10) 
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sin.(c) cos(r) 
These are 9-analogues of the trigonometric functions and . On the other hand 
we may define 
£,,(/z)-£^(-/z) 
'<(')••= 2/ (4.3.11) 
and 
cos/z):= 
£,,(/z) + £„(-/z) (4.3.12) 
Then it is not very difficult to verify that 
eg{iz) =ooSq{z)-\-t^n.g{z) and. £,(tx:) = CoSg(x;) + i Siii^(r). 
Further we have 
sin,(;s)Sm5(2) +006,(^)006,(2) = 1 
sing(i;)Co6,(;:) — Siii<j(z)co6g(x;) = 0, 
The ^-analogues of the trigonometric functions can be used to find different forms of 
formulas appearing in this report, although we will not use them. 
Some ^-analogues of the Bessel functions are given by 
2^1 
v^y 
fo,o 
V-
z^^ (4.3.13) 
J 
and 
r(2) j;u;?):= 
A" 
0^ ' n ^.., < ? ; -
q^^'z' (4.3-14) 
These g-Bessel functions are connected by 
„2 
They are ^-analogues of the Bessel function since 
\imJi''\il - q)z; g) = Mz\ k = 1,2. 
I l l 
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These ^-Bessel functions were introduced by F.H. Jackson in 1905. They are therefore 
referred to as Jackson 7-Bessel functions. Another ^-analogue of the Bessel function is 
the so-called Hahn-Exton ^-Bessel function which can be defined by 
0 
0+1 9;9z (4.3.15) 
As an example we note that 
where denotes the ^-Laguerre polynomial defined by (4.4.1). We also have 
where ' denotes the little ^-Laguerre (or Wall) polynomial defined by (4.7.1). 
Finally we remark that the generating function (4.7.11) for the little ^-Laguerre (or Wall) 
polynomials can also be written as 
(-t;g)oo(g;g)QQ, ^x-k^jMa /~: \ ^ ^ _ (^.„^\„u^ 
or as 
(g;g)c 
{r^';g). 
•n = 0 (g;9)n' 
^.^ Q-Lasuerre 
Definition. 
.a+\ . 
WW),, a+l 
9 ,-^ 
('?;^ )« 2 r i 9;^ 
,n+a+l (4.4.1) 
Orthogonality. 
The ^-Laguerre polynomials satisfy two kinds of orthogonality relations, an 
absolutely continuous one and a discrete one. These orthogonality relations are given by, 
respectively: 
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"f x" . , a ) . _ ( a ) . . . {q"'\q)A<l''^'\q). 
L>-^q)L>-^^)<^=^t~^t:x^ 
o^(-^;^)„ (9'^)« (^;^)"^" 
and 
aj ka+k 
k=-^y-cq ,q)^ 
Jci,cr\-c-'<i-";q).irh^S ,a>-\andc>0. 
iq''^\-c,-c-'q;q)^ {q-q)„q" 
(4.4.3) 
Recurrence relation. 
- [d - q-' )^q{\- q-" )]Lr (x;q) + ^ (1 - q^) C-, (x; q). (4.4.4) 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
xp„ (X) = p„., (X) + ^ -^"-"-' [(1 - 9"^") + ^(1 - q"'" )\p„ (X) 
+ ^ - '"-2-(l_^")(l_^"-)p^_,(x), (4.4.5) 
where 
L^ '^ H:^ ; q) = L i L l ^ P"(^)' 
^-Difference equation. 
-q"{\-q" )xy{x) = 9" (1 + x)> (^^ x) - [l + ^ " (1 + x)ly(x) + y{q''x), (4.4.6) 
where 
Forward shift operator. 
L["\^-,q)-LT(q^-^q) = -q""^LT(q^'q) (4-4.7) 
or equivalently 
A,Z;r(x;^) = - ^ ^ ; ; ; ' ( , , ; , ) . (4.4.8) 
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Backward shift operator. 
Lr'(x;^)-^"(i+x)£<;\^x;9)=(i-^-)i;:;"(x;./) (4.4.9) 
or equivalently 
(4.4.10) 
where 
u{x\ or; q) = 
(-j^;g)c 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
(4.4.11) 
Generating functions. 
1 f - X 
0 'z;^"^'/ = ZL'r (-;?)'"• 
•1=0 
/ 
0 ^ : 
,ff+i 
( f f ) . 
9;-9"^'x/ \|^zr(^„ 
^"^', / 
9;-9"^'^^ 
<t>^ 
y q-q"''xt -tr^LTi-^-^^ir- /arbitrary. 
n=ol<? »9;„ 
(4.4.12) 
(4.4.13) 
(4.4.14) 
(4.4.15) 
Remarks. The ^-Laguerre polynomials are sometimes called the generalized Stieltjes-
Wigert polynomials. 
q-' 
If we change q to we obtain the little ^-Laguerre (or Wall) polynomials given by (4.7.1) 
in the following way: 
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4,5 Bi2 Q-Laeuerre 
Definition. 
\aq,bq (i\q 
q'\aqx'' 
{b-'q-";q)/"[aq 
X 
"'1 
\ 
(4.5.1) 
0 < a < g - ^ 
Orthogonality. For and 6 < 0 we have 
f" 7" :''''-P„,{x;aMq)PA^;oMq)d,x 
{aq,bq;q)^ iaq,bq;q)„ 
(4.5.2) 
Recurrence relation. 
(x-l)P„(x;fl,/;w) = ^„/'„„(x;a,*;9)-(4+C„)/'„(x;fl,/;;^) + C,/„_,(x;«,*;^/). ^^  3 .^ 
where 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
xp„ix)^p„Ax) + [\-iA„+C„)]p,Xx)-abq"'\\-~q'')(\-aq")i\-hq")p„_,(x). ^^  5 ^^  
where 
P^(x;a,b;q) = - r-Pn(j^). 
{aq,bq\q}n 
(^-Difference equation. 
q-"(l-q")x'y{x) = Bix)y{qx)-[B(x)+D{x)}y{x) + D{x)y{q-'x), (4.5.5) 
where 
and 
y{x) = Pn{x;a,b;q) 
B{x) = abq[l-x) 
D{x) = {x-aq)ix-bq). 
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Forward shift operator. 
-H+l / I /I \ 
P„ix-aMg) - PAqx;aMq) = ^^_^^^^^ \^^ xP„,{qx;aq,bq-q) (4.5.6) 
or equivalently 
D,,P,Xx;a,b;q)= \ ~^——P,,_,{qx-,aqM,q)-
' {\-q)(l-aq)(\-bq) (4.5.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
{x-a){x-b)P,Xx;a,b-,q)-ab{\-x)P„iqx-a,b-q)^i^-a){\-b)xP„^,{x;aq-\bq''-,q)i4.5.^) 
or equivalently 
Dfu(x;«,fe;g)P,Ax;a,6;g)]=^^^J^u(x;ag^ki- ' ;g)P, , , ( (4.5.9) 
' ab{\-q) 
where 
u'(j;a,6?g) = 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
(a ^j,6 ^x;q)c 
u{x,a,b,q )P„{x;a,b;q) = a"/7'V""""(i-^)" {aq;bq;q)„ 
(Djiuix;aq'\bq":q)] (4.5.10) 
Generating functions. 
ibql;q)^.^(/>^ 
{aqt\q)^.^(l>^ 
aqx ,0 
aq 
bqx~\0 
bq 
q;xl 
q;xt 
n-o {q\q)„ 
{t\q)^;<t> 3 V2 
0,0,^ 
qj 
(4.5.11) 
(4.5.12) 
(4.5.13) 
Remark. The big <y-Laguerre polynomials defined by (4.5.1) and the affine </-Krawtchouk 
polynomials are related in the following way: 
References. [H], [27], [228]. 
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4.6 Continuous (y-Laguerre 
Definitions. 
The continuous ^-Laguerre polynomials can be obtained from the continuous ^-Jacobi 
polynomials defined by (4.10.1) by taking the limit y3 -> oo: 
9) = ^ ^ 3^2 
q ",q' 'e ,q' 'e 
.a*\ q ,0 
^;9 
q ' * e 
- - u • ^ - - ; (? 
, X = cos 0. (4.6.1) 
Orthogonality. For we have 
-
m p...,. ^)a?x = 1 
C^,?"^';-?). (^;'?)„ 
(4.6.2) 
where 
u-{x):=w{x;q''\q) = {e''';9). [e'".-e''^q^)c 
h{x,l)h{x,-l)h{x,q^-)h{x,-qi) 
fe(i,gWi)/i(x,5§°'+!) 
(gWie^^;g^) , 
with 
h[x, Q) := n [1 - 2aJ^9^ + ^ V T = (ae••^Qe-•^; g ) ^ , :r = cose. 
Recurrence relations. 
2-pr'(- 9)-9"^ '"Hi-9"^ ' )Pi : ! (^k) 
-.<"), ,(">, + ^ ' '(i+^opru9)+^^"^(i-^"^")p:;(x|^). (4.6.3) 
Normalized recurrence relations. 
(4.6.4) 
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where 
^-Difference equations. 
{\-qyDAuix;q tt+i q)D^yix)] + ^q-"'\\-q")u{x;q'' q)yix) = 0,y{x) = p]"\x\q), (4.6.5) 
where 
u ( i ; q^lq) ••= 
Forward shift operator. 
^pTi- q) = -q-^^^ie-' -e-")pZ]"{x\q),x = cose. (4.6.6) 
or equivalently 
D,PT(' 
„ -n+-a+- (4.6.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
S„[u(x;q''q)p\^\x\q)] 
q-^"'H\-q"*'){e" -e-")u{x;q'"' q)p"J{:^q),x = co^e • » ( " - ' ) , (4.6.8) 
or equivalently 
D,{u{^\q" ^)Pl\-ci)] = -2q-^"''^-^uix,q"-\q)P::;\x\q) (4.6.9) 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
u{x\q" ^)p;:'(-q) q-\ 
\" \n^*\na 
{q\(i)n 
•{Dj{u{x-q'''"\q)]. (4.6.10) 
Generating functions. 
{q"^^t,q"^'t-q)^ 
iq^"'^e"t,q^"'^e-"t,ql 
= tp["\x\qr\x = cose. 
n=0 
(4.6.11; 
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^?^^^^ ' 
(q'>"''e",q''%" 
,ff+l 
V-
q;e-''t = > —.—j—,;c = cos6'. 
-10, 
q;e I 
y I ^'^\ ^"I,A("^X = cos0, r arbitrary. 
B 
Remark, If we let tend to infinity m 
pr\x-c,)=k:hAj^ 
and renormalize we obtain 
q"'\-q''\-q 
q;q X = COS 0. 
) 
(4.6.12) 
(4.6.13) 
(4.6.14) 
I ^ I 
q-'^-q 
q;q ,x = cos6'. (4.6.15) 
These two ^-analogues of the Laguerre polynomials are connected by the following 
quadratic transformation : 
Reference. [64]. 
4.7 Little <y-Laguerre / Wall 
Definition. 
Pn(xAg)=2<i>\ 
q-",0 
yaq q;qx 
'Vv^„ ^0 
^q-"X' 
iro qv (4.7.1) 
Orthogonality . 
(4.7.2) 
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Recurrence relation. 
-xpXx;a\^)= A„p„,Xx;a\q)-{A„ +C„K(x;fl|9)+C„A,-,(^;«k), (4.7.3) 
where 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
W„ ix) = p„„ (X) + {A„ + C„ )p„ ix) + aq'"-' (l - q" )(l - aq" )p„_, (x), (4.7.4) 
where 
(_l)"g-(") 
^ ( ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ = (ag;g)„ ^^^^ ' 
^-Difference equation. 
-g-"(l-<7")c);(x) = fly((7x) + (x-a- l )M^) + (l-x);;(^''x)>'(x)-/7„(x;a|^) (4.7.5) 
Forward shift operator. 
P„{^;a|9)- P „ f e a k ) = - ^ / " ^ f xp„_,(x-aq\q] (4.7.6) 
or equivalently 
D,p„(x;a\q)=-I^ "l-^p,,_Xx-,aq\q\ (4.7.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
ap„{x;a\q)-{\-x)p„(q-'x;a\q)^{a-\)p„^,(x;q''a\q] (4.7.8) 
or equivalently 
D [ u ( x ; % K ( x ; ^ " | ^ ) ] = - I ; i ^ u { x ; « - % K „ ( x ; f / « - ' | ^ ) , (4.7.9) 
where 
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u-{x;a\q) = (qx;q)ooi°'-
Rodrigues-type formula. 
•(;) 
Generating function. 
-o9' {xi;ql 
« v 
aq q;aqxlUY, 
(-1)\ ,"i^ ) 
i^ (g;g)„ ' , . (^ ;*>"-
(4.7.10) 
(4.7.11) 
Remark. If we set 
by (4.4.1) in the following way: 
^ ^ and change q to we find the (j-Laguerre polynomials defined 
^^ '^"^l^"^ =^#^"^''^-^=^ '^ 
References. I l l ] , [25]. [7i], [HI] , [ i l l ] , 1124], [169], [193], [279], [280], [323], [392], 
[3%]. 
4.8 Bis Q-Jacobi 
Definition. 
^q'\abq"'\x 
P„{x;a,h,c\q)=^^^ 
aq,cq 
(}\q 
0<a<q-^ 0<b<q-^ 
Orthogonality. For , and c < 0 we have 
" ' / / „ - ! . . „ - l (o' x,c~ x;q)^ P„Xx;a,h,c;q)P„{x;a,b,c;q)d^x 
,.;; (x,bc'x;q) 
= a^(l-^)-^^'"*^''""^'"^'^'^^ 
iaq,hq,cq,abc' q;q). 
il-abq"-') {aq,abq,cq;q)„ 
(4.8.1) 
(4.8.2) 
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Recurrence relation. 
=.A„P„^,ix;aAc;q)-iA„+C„)P„{x;a,b,c;q) + C„P„^,(x;a,b,c;q), (4.8.3) 
where 
An — 
(1 - Qg^+')(1 - abg^ ^^ )^(l - cg"+^) 
(1 - abq^-^^Xl - abq^+^) 
""^ (1 _ af^2»»)(l - a6g2"+^) ' 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
xpAx) = P„Ax) + [\-{A„ +C„)]p„{x) + A„_,C„p„,,{x), (4.8.4) 
where 
Pn( j ;a ,b ,c ;g)= ^ ^ Pn(jr). (ag,cg;g), 
^-Difference equation. 
q- i\-q'- )(1 - abq"'' )x'y{x) = B{x)y{qx) - {B{X) + D{x)]y{x) + D{x)yiq-'xl (4.8.5) 
where 
y[x) = P„(i-,a,6,q g) 
and 
B{x) = aq{x-l){bx~c) 
D{x) = {x-aq){x-cq). 
Forward shift operator. 
P( A ^ or u X q"'"\\-q"){\~abq"'') „ , 
P„(x;a,b,c-q)- P„{qx;a,b,c;q) = 2 ) - ~ ^ ^ -^xP„ . , (^x;aq,bq,cq;q) 
{\-aq){\-cq) (4.8.6) 
or equivalently 
D,P„{x'^a,b,c;q) = q"'''(l-q")il-abq"''> {\-q){\-aq){\-cq) P„_^{qx;aq,bq,cq;q). (4.8.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
(x - a)ix - c)P,Xx-a,b,c-q) - a{x - \){bx-c)P„{qx\a,b,c\q) 
= {\-a){\-c)xP„^,{x-aq-\bq-\cq-'-q). (4.8.8) 
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or equivalently 
D^[u{x;a,b.c;q)P„{x;a,b,c;q)\ 
( l - a ) ( l - c ) 
ac{\-q) u{x;aq~ ,bq' ,cq' •,q)P„^^{x;aq' ,bq' ,cq' \q). (4.8.9) 
where 
(j:,6c-^jr;g)c 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
u{x-aXc;q)PM.aAc;q) = ''"''"'^ ^\ ^^" {Dj[u{x-aq",bq",cq";q)\ 
(aq,cq;q)„ (4.8.10) 
Generating functions 
aqx'^ ,0 
<*, 2 VI 
— 1 Of X 
«9 I j [hq q;cqt 
2r\ 
^cqx-\Q 
cq \q;xt 
be X 
A 
ahc ^q 
q\aqt 
= t-^p^PAx;aXc;qr. 
„^^{bq,q\q),, 
„.o{abc q,q\q)„ 
(4.8.11) 
(4.8.12) 
Remarks. The big ^-Jacobi polynomials with c = 0 and the little g-Jacobi polynomials 
defined b (4.13.1) are related in the following way: 
Sometimes the big ^-Jacobi polynomials are defined in terms of four parameters instead of 
three. In fact the polynomials given by the definition 
aq^—ac~^dq 
Pn{x;a,h,c^d; q) =3(^2 9;g 
[-d.c] 
are orthogonal on the interval with respect to the weight function 
{c-^qx,-d-^qx;q), 
-dqX. {ac~^ qx^—bd~^qx; q)c 
These polynomials are not really different from those defined by (4.8.1) since we have 
FT, [X; a, 6, c, d; q) = P„ [ac~ qx; a, b, —ac~'^d; q) 
and 
Pn {x; a, 6, c; g) = P„( j ; a, 6, aq, -cq; q). 
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Special case: 
4.9 Big q-Legendre 
Definition. The bigg-Legendre polynomials are big g-Jacobi polynomials with a = b= \: 
P„{x\c;q)=y<f)^ 
( -n „n+l „ 
q ,q ,x 
q,cq 
q\q 
(4.9.1) 
Orthogonality. For c < 0 we have 
]p„Xx;c-q)P,Xx;c;q)d^x ^ q{\-c) / ' ~t^^" '^'^^" {-cq')" q^'^d„,„. (4.9.2) 
,„ (1-9 ) (c?;^),, 
Recurrence relation. 
(x-I)/'„(x;c;g) = .4„/'„„(x;c;g)-(^„+C„)P„(x;c;g) + C„F„_,(x;c;g), (4.9.3) 
where 
An = 
(l-g"+^)(l-cg"^-^) 
(l+q-+i)(l-q2-+^) 
"-" "^  (l + g^)(l_5^^i) 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
^P»W = P„.,(x) + [l-(A, +C„)KW + >4„_,C>„_,(x). (4.9.4) 
where 
P„(J: ; q 5) = , , Pn(j). (g, eg; g)^  
g-Difference equation. 
^ -" i\-q"){\- q"'' )x'y(x) = B{x)y{qx) - [B{X) + Dix)]yix) + D{x)y{q-'x)- (4.9.5) 
where 
and 
y[x) = P„(ar;c;g) 
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r B{x) = q[x-l)[x-c) 
^ D{x) = {x - q){x - cq). 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
{q,cq;q)„ (4.9.6) 
Generating functions 
'<7JC- ' , 0 
2<l>\ 
IT] 
C X 
V9 
cqx'\0 
cq 
q;xt A \3 
q;cqt 
q\xt 
\ ( -\ c x 
A 
c q 
\ 
J 
_yPAx:c;q)^„ 
Zi {c~'q:q)„ 
(4.9.7) 
(4.9.8) 
4.10 Continuous q-Jacobi 
Definition. If we take , . and in the 
definition (3.1.1) of the Askey-Wilson polynomials we find after renormalizing 
pr\^ 9)=^—;:—Ah 
iq;q)n 
^q-",q"*"'''\q^"'^e\q^'"'e"' 
+1 i(a+/J+l) _ \{a*P*2) 
(i -q -q-
q\q X ~ COS0. 
(4.10.1) 
o > - | / 3 > - i 
Orthogonality. For and we have 
(9'"^^"'w-'"^^"'w). 
( l -^-^- ' ) (^- ' ,^^- ' , -^^^-^-^^)„ ,. . | ,„^ 
(4.10.2) 
where 
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Of ^Q\ u-(r):=u-(x;g^? \q) = {e''';g\ 
4 / l j ^ » \ ' 
with 
fc=o 
Recurrence relation. 
2xPAx ^)^A„P„^,ix q) + \q''''' +q-''"' -{A„ +Cj]p„(x|^) + C„/'„_,(x|^) + C„P„^,(%), 
^ J I I (4.10.3) 
where 
and 
JLji — 
c — 
^ " ' ^ ' ' > - - = ( ^ ^ " " ' ' ' ^ ' ' > 
g2° '+ i ( l - q2^+o.-\-P-\--i){l _ q27i+a4-.a+2^ 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
xp„ix) = p„^,(x) + -[q'''^' +q''"'' -(//„ +C„)Jp„(x) + --^„_,C„/?„_,W, 
(4.10.4) 
where 
(g,-gi(-+.^+i),-g^(-+.^+2);5). 
^-Difference equation. 
(l-^)^Z)Jr/(x;^"^',^^^'|^)D^;;(x)]+A„M(x;^",^^^)Mx) = 0,Mx) = />;,"'^'(x|^), 
(4.10.5) 
where 
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Forward shift operator. 
,^pr(-, ) = - • {\ + q \{a*P*\) )(I + ^^"^''"*) (4.10.6) 
or equivalently 
2q-'--"'i\-q n*a*/l+\) 
{\-,)0^g''-'''\\^r'"''''') F"r \x\g). (4.10.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
S\uix;q%q''\q)py\x\q)\ 
.{a-\./!-\) 
^uix;q''-\q''-'q)pZ;""'(x\qU = cos0 
or equivalently 
D\uix;q\q^q)py\x\q)\ 
= -2q i.4(l-g-')(lM-'"^^"")(lM-"^^') 
1-9 
xu{x;q ,9" g)p,,^, (%). 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
uix-q''yq)py\x\q) 
i „ ^ > 
^ / (9,-^^ , -9 ' •,q)„ —^—(A.)"k;^"^",/^"k)] 
(4.10.8) 
(4.10.9) 
(4.10.10) 
Generating functions 
2 ^ 1 
'q^-^e-^q^-^e-
, a + l 
q;e t 2<l> 
-q^'-'e-'^^q^-'^e-'' 
V' 
q\<i"'t 
H=0 (9"^^'^^';^)„ (4.10.11) 
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<l>^ 2Y\ 
q^ e ,-q^ 'e ^ ^ i-i.-'" _.>i«-'« 
q;e-"t 2Y\ 
q' 'e ',-q' *'e 
• , ( a . / ? ) , 
> 
q;e^'i 
y-q' 
yUi '^rjL^AELr,x = cos0. Z V f ^ 
(4.10.12) 
<^^, 
'^^-^e-,-^^^^^e'^ 
2^1
1-9^ 
g;e-"'/ 
^ (^ ^ "^^ .^-^ -r'^ v-'^  
2^\ 
{-Q \(.tt*P+2) 
q;e"( 
y(zi^  ^^ELJ^r,x^cose. 
, i(a+/?+2) , (ja+|), 
(4.10.13) 
a = g2 b = g""*": c = —g •''2 rf = _g2 
Remarks. In [345] M. Rahman takes , , and in the 
definition (3.1.1) of the Askey-Wilson polynomials to obtain after renormalizing 
, a + l - / 3 + 1 . 
iq-q,q)„ 4V3 
" „"+o+/}+\ „i^iO I . I 
9 ,9 ,9'e ,(/'e -(61 
0+1 /J+1 q'^q , X = cos 9. 
These two ^-analogues of the Jacobi polynomials are not really different, since they are 
connected by the quadratic transformation: 
^i"'^(-l3') = (Z^J|lf^^"'^^""'^(^5 9). 
The continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials given by above eq.and the continuous q-
ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials given by (4.10.14) are connected by the quadratic 
transformations : 
C2n{x; q^\q) = - ^ (5^ , -? ;g )n .-kr^r>(.^-h,-k) 
{qi,-q^]q)j r*"P- '' ''{2x'-l;q) 
and 
L.2n^.i[x,q \q) = -^ 1—;^  q - xPn [2x -l;q). 
{q = ,-q = ;q)^^i 
„ - i 
If we change q by we find 
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References. [64], [163], [19i], [193], [232], [234], [237], [322], [323], [345], [347], [ M ] , 
[350], [371], [3891-
Special case: 
4.10.1 Continuous q-ultraspherlcal / Rogers 
Definition. If we set , , and in the definition (3.1.1) 
of the Askey-Wilson polynomials and change the normalization we obtain the continuous 
^-ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials : 
fiq\-p-Pq' q\q 
\P ^q),, n-ii-mO 
(9;^),, 
^q-\li,fie 
p\0 
liO 
q'^q 
r„-" 
iri 
q"\P q;P qe ,x = cos^. 
Orthogonality. 
~ ]-^Lc„,{x\Pq)C,Xx;Pq)dx = ^~^: 
(4.10,14) 
{P,Pq\q)AP';q)„ {\-p) ^ , , ^ 
{P\q;q)^ iq;q)„ {\-Pq") '' ' (4.10.15) 
where 
^{x):='u:{x;P\q) = {e^'';9)c 
[p--e'\p\q--e'\-p--e'\-p-.q--e'^-q)^\ 
h[x^l)h[x^-l)h[x^qi)h{x^-q^-) 
h[x,p\)h[x,piqk)h[x,-pk)h{x,-p\qhy 
(- '^'; 9)c 
(/3e2^^ ; q). 
with 
Recurrence relation. 
2(1 - Pq" )xC„ (x; p\q) = (\-q"^' )C„,, (x; p\q) + (1 - p'q'-' )C„_, (x; P\q). 
(4.10.16) 
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Normalized recurrence relation. 
>2„n- l -
where 
^-Difference equation. 
(1-9)^ D}^i{x;Pq\q)D^y{,x)\-^XA^;P\q)y{x) = 0,>'(x) = C„(x;^|^), 
where 
and 
u-(jr;;S|g):= 
Forward shift operator. 
d;C„(x;/?^) = -q''^\\-p){e'' -e-')C„_,{x;j3q\q).x = cos^. 
or equivalently 
9) = 29-^<'-"i:^C„,(x;y^|^). 
\-q 
(4.10.17) 
(4.10.18) 
(4.10.19) 
Backward shift operator. 
s}<{r,fi\q)C„ix;/i\q)] 
_ >.i,(l-^-')(l-A"-') , _^„ 
X «(x;y3^''|^)C„„(x;/Xy"'|9),x = cos6^ 
or equivalently 
_ 2 g " " ( l - ^ - ' ) ( l - ; g V - ' ) . 
(1-^)0- /9^- ' ) -u{x;pq'\q)C„^^{x\pq' \q). 
(4.10.20) 
(4.10.21 
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Rodrigues-type formula. 
u{x;Pq)C„{x\p -1 i z l Li"<"-" (A;?)„ 
2 r {q,P'q";q)„ )^ = l ^ \r ""7-^^S^(A,)"[«U;^"|,)) (4.10.22) 
Generating functions. 
(y3e"'/;^)„ 
(^"'^;9), ^f^C„{x;fi\q)t",x = cos0. n=0 (4.10.23) 
ie''r,q)J^' P' q;e-'t 
^C„{x;P\q) 
= > ; / , X = COS 6. 
ti iP-,q)„ (4.10.24) 
^^^•^q)..2<^^ 
^P,Pe"' 
P' 
q\e-"t 
\" n"J ) 
= Y. / / , CM,P\q)t\x = cos6. 
n=o {P'\q)„ ' (4.10.25) 
2<t>\ 
^ P'^e'\p'qh" 
Pq' 
q;e-'l P^e-'\~P^q^e 2Y\' 
Pq^ 
^i-P-Pq'-,q)„ 
.'-0 {P\Pq'-q)„ 
q;e", 
C„{x;p\q)t\x = cos0. 
(4.10.26) 
<^>, 2^1 
P'e'\-p'^e'" 
-P 
q;e-'t 2< l^ 
P''q~'e-\-p'^q'e-' 
-Pq 
iPq'-Pq';q)„ 
q;e"t 
y 
U iP\-Pq;q)„ 
C„ix;p\q)t",x = cose. 
(4.10.27) 
2^1 
P'e"-p-^q-^e' 
-Pq' 
q;e-"t 2^\ 
) 
P~'re-'-p-^e-" 
-Pq' 
q;e"t 
_^i-P,Pq';q)„^ . , . „ 
- A — ; i C„{x;P\q)t ,x = cos^. 
''-o{p\-Pq-^;q)^ (4.10.28) 
y^Tr \a'' .X^o. , " > • 
{Ace. No .„ ) 
•.1<^2 2 .^iO 
q;e-'t 
4J 
ST^^^''^^'^)^"'^^'^'^-
•.t'o{P'\q)„ ^ arbitrary. 
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(4.10.29) 
Remarks. The continuous ^-ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials can also be written as: 
C„(.;« = X:^^#%^^^"-''^ - =«-^' 
They can be obtained from the continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials defined by (4.10.1) in the 
following way. Set in the definition (4.10.1) and change by and we find the 
continuous (/-ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials with a different normalization. We 
have 
If we set in the definition (4.10.14) of the q'-ultrasphencal (or Rogers) 
polynomials we find the continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials given by (4.10.1) with 
In fact we have 
P = Q 
. - 1 
If we change q by we find 
C^{T;(3\q-') = {(3qrC4x',r'\q)-
The special case of the continuous ^-ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials equals 
the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind defined by (2.5.17). In fact we have 
sdii(n + 1)9 
Cn[x;q\q) = 
sdnfl = t7n(j^)) ^ =COBQ. 
The limit case leads to the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind given by 
(2.5.16) in the following way: 
J i ^ ^r~—C^{x;M=<=^sn$ = T^{x), x = cee6, n = 1,2,3, . . . . 
The continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials and the continuous ^-ultraspherical (or Rogers) 
polynomials given by (4.10.14) are connected by the quadrafic transformations : 
<^2n(j; q^\q) = 
[q-,-q-\qh 
'P^ ' ( 2 ^ 2 - l ; g ) 
and 
<^2n+i(j:,g \q)=-r-j r—^ q - xP^ ' ' ( 2 i ^ - l ; g ) . 
{q-y-q-;q)n^-i 
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Finally we remark that the continuous 9-ultraspherical (or Rogers) polynomials are related 
to the continuous ^-Legendre polynomials defined by (4.10.30) in the following way : 
References. [O], [15], [16], [31], [43], [44], [45], [53], [54], [55], [57], [64], [67], [94], 
[98], [99], [165], [185], [IM], [187], [189], [Hi] , [192], [193], [218], [232], [238], [239], 
[243], [258], [259], [278], [322], [323], [327], [350], [352], [356], [357], [358], [Ml], 
[364], [365], [370]. 
4.10.2 Continuous q-Legendre 
Deflnition. The continuous ^-Legendre polynomials are continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials 
Q = (3 = 0 
with : 
f 
PM^)=J:^ 
q ,q ,q'e ,q'e 
^ 
q\q x-cos,6. 
(4.10.30) 
Orthogonality. 
2^-iVl-x' q)P,X^ 
q)dx = {q'\q). 
(q,q,-q''-q;q)^ 1-^'"^ (4.10.31) 
where 
w{x;a\q) {e'^'; g)c (agie'^, ag^e*^,—agie'^, —aq->. e*^ ; q)^ 
(e^-e^^;g^)c 
(agie'^, —ag-ie* ;^ 52 )c 
(e^^';g)c 
(a^g = e^*^;g)c 
h{x,l)k{x,-l)k{x,q^)k{j:,-q2) 
2 . ' /i(i, aq-^ )h{xy aq-i )h{xy—aq-^ )^ (j^ > —o-Q-^) 
with 
h{x^ a) 
fc=o 
Recurrence relation. 
I 
2{\~q- nxPMq) = q-''{\-q"'')P,,^^{x q) + qH\-q")P„_,{x\q). 
(4.10.32) 
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Normalized recurrence relation. 
^/^„U) = A,.i(-v) + 
" - , ^ y . " + , 
:r-/',,-! W ' 
4 ( l - . / " = ) ( l - . r = ) (4.10.33) 
where 
Pn(x |g ) = ^ 7 Pn{x). 
^-Difference equation. 
(l-c/)-D,[//(x;./^|./)D„M.v)j+/l„«(x;l|./)>'(x) = 0,j;(x) = /'„(x|9), (4.10.34) 
where 
and 
A . = 4 g - " - ^ ' ( l - 9 " ) ( l - 9 " " ^ ' ) 
u ( j ; a|5) 
u(j:;a |g): = 
sjl - x'^ 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
//(x;l ci)PM ci) = V 2 ; iq.-q'-qUj),, 
{D^y\,ix;(r"\q) 
(4.10.35) 
Generating functions. 
(e"r,q).^^ 
(re'\q^^-',qK ^^I^M^,.^^^^^^^ 
q' (4.10.36) 
/ 
ie'"r,q).^. 2<f>i V 
q\q'e 
q 
liO 
q;e""t 2^ —^1 ,x-cos6. 
"-Hq;q)„(J'" (4.10.37) 
r 
ie t\q)..J, q',q'e 
q 
2iO 
q;e-"U 
" C-1V'<7'"^ ' ' 
= Z ; \ P„{x\q)t",x = cos0. 
•1 = 0 iq-^q)n (4.10.38) 
2^\ 
^q'e'\q'e-' q;e-'"l 2'Pi 
, -lO . -lO 
q'e ,-q'e 
{"/ 
q;e"l 
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x = cos^. 
(4.10.39) 
2^1 I 
-lO, 
q\e I 
^ ^ : -,o : -.0 
q'e ,-q'e 
2^1 
-q' 
q;e I 
(4.10.40) 
2<f>\ 
q'e"' -q'e" . - I f ) , -lO q\e t .J, ' q.e I 
(4.10.41 
/ 
y,q-.q-e-
q.y^'"t 
.1:0 
q,e I 
n=Aq;q)„ q'" 
. ^ arbitrary. (4.10.4: 
Remarks. The continuous ^/-Legendre polynomials can also be written as: 
^ (g;g)fc(g;g)n-fc 
, , Q = /3 = 0. 
Ir we set in 
~n n*a*P*\ --, it) , -lO 
q ,q ,qe ,qe 
q -q' .-q 
<7;9 ,x = cos^. 
we find 
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PnU;q) = i<h g; g , I = COS e, 
but these are not really different from those defined by (4.10.30^ in view of the quadratic 
transformation 
Pn{x\q^) = Pn(x; q). 
q-' 
If we change q by we find 
PA^\q-') = PMq)-
The continuous qf-Legendre polynomials are related to the continuous g-ultraspherical (or 
Rogers) polynomials given by (4.10.14) in the following way : 
Pn{x\q) = q^''Cn{x;q^q). 
References. [256], [262], [275], [279], [282]. 
4.11 Little q-Jacobi 
Deflnition. 
pjx;a,b\(i)=,j>^ 
-n ^ 1 /i + I q~",abq" 
yaq q;qx 
(4. 
Orthogonality. 
f^^-^MlL^aqY pjq';ah\q)p„{q';a,b\q) 
_ (abq-\q)^ {\-abq){aq)" {qM\(i)„ 
(«^;^)x {\-abq'"*') {aq,abq;q)„ 
-S„,„ ,0 <a <q ^andb < q~ 
(4.11.2) 
Recurrence relation. 
-xp,Xx;a,h\^q) = A„p„^,{x;a,b\q)-{A„+C„)p„{x;a,b\q) + C,,p,,_,{x;a,b\q), (4.11.3) 
where 
' 4 ^ , ( l - a g " + ^ ) ( l - a b g " + i ) 
Cji = a g " ( l -g")( l-bg") 
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Normalized recurrence relation. 
W„ i^) = Pn.^ (v) + (A,, + C„ )p„ (X) + /J„_,C„/7„., (x). (4.11.4) 
where 
^-Difference equation. 
q-"{\-c,"){\-ahcr')xy{x) 
= B(x)yiqx) - [Bix) + D(x)l>;(x) + /)(x)3;(^-'x),y(x) = p„ ix;a,b\q). 
(4.11.5) 
where 
r B(i) = a (6g j -1 ) 
[ D(j:) = : r - 1 . 
For^vard shift operator. 
or equivalently 
D„P„{x:a,h 
q-"'\\-q"){\-ahq"^') , , , , 
ry) = -1 [ ''- '-^xp„_,{x;aq,hq\q) 
q'"*'(\-q"){\-ahq"'') ^ ^ , ^ 
^) = - TT-^TT ^P„-Ax;aq.bq\q). 
(1 - q){\ - aq) 
(4.11.6) 
(4.11.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
a{hx-\)p„{xM,bq)-{x~\)p„{q-'x;aMq) = {\-a)p„^,{x;aq~ ,bq' \q). (4.11.8) 
or equivalently 
D w(x;«,;gL)/7„(x;^",^/'|^) =^3-^M(x;or-l ,y9-l9)p„„(x;^ '^^ ' ,^^- ' |^) ,(4.11.9) 
where 
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Rodrigues-type formula. 
A ) (4.11.10) 
Generating function. 
OVl 
aq 
q,aqxt 
^ ^x-\0 
ir\ bq q,xl 
= l^j-^^pAx;a,h\qr. 
U{bq.q;q)„ 
(4.11.11) 
Remarks. The little ^-Jacobi polynomials defined by (3.12.1) and the big ^-Jacobi 
polynomials given by (3.5.1) are related in the following way : 
p , (x; a, 6|g) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ( - l ) ^ 6 - " r " ' ^ " ^ ^ n ( b g : r ; b,a,0; g). 
[aq; q)n 
The little f/-Jacobi polynomials and the ^-Meixner polynomials defined by (3.13.1) are 
related in the following way : 
References. [U], [B] , [22], [23], [30], [3i], [43], [67], [167], [168], [169], [190], [193], 
[203], [208], [218], [231], [242], [259]. [263]. [277]. [279], [280], [282], [HI], [Mii]-
[323], [346], [377], [379], [382]. 
Special case: 
4.11.1 Little <3r-Legend re 
Deflnition. The little ^-Legendre polynomials are little ^-Jacobi polynomials with a = h 
Pnix (l)=2'/>^ 
( -" 
'/ 
u 
«+l 
,y 
\ 
q\qx 
) 
(4.11,12) 
Orthogonality. 
Z<7V„,(c/' 
*=0 
9)p„(9* q) = 
( 1 - ^ - " ^ ' ) "'"• 
(4.11.13) 
Recurrence relation. 
-xp„{xq) = A„P„^,ixq)-iA„ +CJpJx\q) + C\,p„_,(x\q). (4.11.14) 
where 
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( l - g " + ^ ) 
(1 - <t) 
( l + g - ) ( l - g 2 n + i ) ' 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
XP„ (x) = A,„ (x) + (//„+ C„ )/7„(A-) + /^ „^ ,C„/;„_, {X). (4.11.15) 
where 
^/-Difference equation. 
q-'(]-q")(1 - ^/'"' )xK.v) = B{x)y{qx) - [D(X) + Z)(.V)1>'(A-) + D(jf)M /^ 'x), (4.11.16) 
where 
and 
( B{x) = qx~l 
[ D{x) = x-1. 
Rodrigucs-type formula. 
PAX\ 
q^'\\~q)" 
,^-_L^^,Oyiqx;n,.x"] 
(^/;^/)„ 
(4.11.17) 
Generating function 
<^. 
or\ q;qxt 
' ^-',01 
2(2^1 q\xt =z hi-^'c^ 
"-0 i^,^^^^)n 
pSA'ir- (4.11.18) 
4.11.2 Continuous big q-Hermite 
Definition. 
//„(x;4/) = """3<^ . 
0,0 q:q 
f 
- n'"0 A 
"C 2<P0 
II lO 
q ,ae q;q"e-"" X = cos 0. (4.11.19) 
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Orthogonality. If a is real and |ai < 1, then we have the following orthogonality relation 
±j-0«.,.;.l,)//.(.*)* = ^ (4.11.20) 
where 
u:{x) := u'{x; a\g) = [e^'';g)c {ae'^;q)c 
with 
h{x, a) := n P - 20^9'' + (^V"] = {ae'^Qe-'^; q)^ , .r = cos^. 
fc=o 
If a > 1, then we have another orthogonality relation given by: 
1 V u{x) 
— J ; -H,„(x;a\q)H„ix\a\q)dx 
+ Z"*^"'(^*''^ 
1 < ( H / <(1 
^)^„(>^A;« ^)"77T;7, ('/"^^/), 
U'(J:) 
where is as before. 
and 
Jfc 
o.q'+{aq'y' 
{q;q)oo {l-a^){q;q)k \ a^ 
Recurrence relation. 
2xH„ix;aq) = H„^,ix;aq) + aq"H„(x\a\ci) + i\-q")H,,Jx-a\ci). (4.11.21) 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
xp.,ix) = p„.,ix) + -aq"p„(x) + -(l-q")p„^,ix). (4.11.22) 
where 
H^{x;a\q) = 2''p^{x). 
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^-Difference equations. 
(1 -q)'D,\i{x\aq'^\q)D,^y{x)\+^-"'\\-q")u(x-a\q)y{x) = Q,y{x) = H„{x;a\q), (4.11.23) 
where 
If we define 
u'(j;a|g): = 
P^{z):=a-''z4>2 
q ^,az,az ^ 
0,0 i;<i 
then the (^-difference equation can also be written in the form 
q"'i\-q")P„{z) = Aiz)P,Xq^)-[A{z) + A(z-')\P„{z) + A{z-')P„{q''z). 
where 
A{z) = (1 - az) [1 - z^){l - qz^'Y 
Fonvard shift operator. 
'5.,^„(^;« q)-q'''"il-q")(e" -e-")H„,,{x;aq'^\q),x = cos0. (4.11.24) 
or equivalently 
\-q 
(4.11.25) 
Backward shift operator. 
c5jw(x;a|^)//,Xx;a|9)]=9''''"^e''-(?-'')»(r,a^y"'L)//,,,,(A-;at/"^lfy)..x-cos6?. (4.11.26) 
or equivalently 
D^[uix;a\q)H„{x;a\q)\=—^-—uix;aq~' q)^^ n.M^^^rVi)- (4.11.27) 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
u{x;a q)H„ix;a q) = 'q-\ q'""-\DY u{x;aq' \q) (4.11.28) 
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Generating functions. 
{ar,q). 
{e'^t^e-'t-q)^ U {q;q)„ 
{e"t-q)^.,<f>, 
ije"r,q) 
ae 
q;e-'t = y *- '^  ^ //^ ^ (x;a\q)l",x = cos^. 
i0..^s 2^1 ( '^"/;^)„ <^ , 
q;e-"t yJMljLH^{x;a\q)t",x = cos0,r arbitrary. 
„=o {q\q)n 
(4.11.29) 
(4.11.30) 
(4.11.31) 
4.12 Continuous q-Hermite 
Definition. 
^n(Aq)=^"' 2<^ ( 
^-",0 q;q"e-"'' Lx = cos6'. (4.12.1) 
Orthogonality. 
1 V M^) „ . 
2^ _i Vi - X-
q)H,Xx q)dx = —r. {q"'';q). 
(4.12.2) 
where 
v;[x\q) = \{e^''; q)j'' = k{x, l)h[x, -l)h[x,q^-)k{x, -q^-), 
with 
fc=o 
Recurrence relation. 
2xH„ {x\q) = //„„ {x\q) + {\-q" )//„_, (xjg). (4.12.3) 
Normalized recurrence relation. 
XP„ (X) = /?„„ (X) + - (1 - 9" )/7„_, (X), 
4 
(4.12.4) 
where 
^-Difference equation. 
{\-q)'D}Kx\q)D^^y{x)\+4q-'-\\-q")u{x\q)y{x) = 0,y(x) = H„{x\q), (4.12.5) 
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where 
Fonvard shift operator. 
u ( i | g ) : = 
S,H„(x q) = -q-'''\\-q"){e"' -e-")H„_,{x\q\x = cos^. (4.12.6) 
or equivalently 
D„H„ix 
- i ( f l - i ) 
q)- \-q HM^y 
(4.12.7) 
Backward shift operator. 
or equivalently 
D,, [u{x\q)H„ {x\q)] = - - ^ u{x\q)H„^, {x\q). 
Rodrigues-type formula. 
(4.12.8) 
(4.12.9) 
u{x ^ )HM 9) = 
r ,^_A 
V ^ y 
q''""-\Dj\u{x\q)] (4.12.10) 
Generating functions. 
\{e"'i\q)S (e''/,e""/;<7)„ U {q\q)„ 
2_^ —t ,x = cos6. (4.12.11) 
{}^"r,q) 
e"t 
q;e""t = Y HMq)t\x = cos^. 
.=0 {q\q)n 
0,.^s ^fl ie'^t-q) <i>^ 
7,0 
ye"t 
q\e-'"t y}^ H,Xx\q)t",x = cos9, y arbitrary. 
..=o(^ ;<?)„ 
(4.12.12) 
(4.12.13) 
Remark. The continuous ^/-Hermite polynomials can also be written as : 
fr^(9;9)fc(9;9)n-fc gi(n-2ft)e^ J : = C O S 6 , 
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Chapter V 
From basic to classical hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials 
Abstract: 
Deals how Jacobi polynomialcan be obtained from Big q-Jacobi,Legendre can be 
obtained from Big q-Legendre,Laguerre can be obtained from Big q-Laguerre 'classical" 
hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials of the Askey-scheme can be obtained from their 
q-analogues. 
5.1 Introduction. This Chapter deals how the "classicar hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials of the Askey-scheme can be obtained from their q-analogues. 
5.2 Big g-Jacobi --> Jacobi 
If we set c - 0. and in the definition of the big r/-Jacobi polynomials 
P„(x:a,h.c-q)=J,{ 
g t i 
q ,abq ,x 
aq,cq ^;^)-
and let we find the Jacobi polynomials given by 
(5.2.1) 
A?! " ' ar + l 
\-x (5.2.2) 
\\mPJx:q",q\0-q) = ,',.....p'ro-'-') 
pT"'m 
If we take for arbitrary real ^instead of c = 0 we find 
(5.2.3) 
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Pr\^) 
1/11 p P:"O) 
(5.2.4) 
(A) Big ^-Legendre - > Legendre / Spherical 
If we set c = 0 in the definition of the big ^-Legendre polynomials 
P„{x;c;q)=J,{ 
g t i 
q ,q ,x 
\,cq 
<:/;</) (5.2.5) 
and let we simply obtain the Legendre (or spherical) polynomials defined by 
(001 -n,n + \ 
P,.(x) = py\x)=,FA (5.2.6) 
\imP„{x;0-q) = P,_i2x-\). 
r /T l 
(5.2.7) 
If we take for arbitrary real 'instead of c = 0 we find 
\\mP„ix--q';q) = P„{x). 
<;T1 
(5.2.8) 
5.3 Continuous g-Jacobi --> Jacobi 
r- -1 
If we take the limit in the definitions 
Pn (^ rA ^^"^'''^)" a-\q"-''^\q^-<^'\q^-'e-'" q;q),x = cosO. (5.3.1) 
and 
„ ix;q) = y<i -q ,q)n i ,q ,q ,qe ,q'(^ q;q),x = cos0. (5.3.2) 
of the continuous ^-Jacobi polynomials we simply find the Jacobi polynomials defined by 
\-x. 
n\ a + \ -). 15.3.3) 
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im p (x 
„Ti 
q) = P„ {X) (5.3.4) 
and 
V"-/') ,(",/'), (5.3.5) 
(A) Continuous ^-ultraspherical / Rogers --> Gegenbauer / 
Ultraspherical 
If we set in the definition of the continuous g-ultraspherical (or Rogers) 
polynomials 
(q-^q)n (ki-.~p,-ikr 
q'^q) 
(q-^q)n P\^ q-q) 
(5.3.6) 
q;p-\ie-"").x = cos0. 
and let q tend to one we obtain the Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials given by 
, _(2A)„ -n.n + 2A 
/?: 
l-.v ) , / l^0 . (5.3.7) 
limC„(x;9' 
,,TI 
9)=c;; V) (5.3.8) 
(B) Continuous ^-Legendre --> Legendre / Spherical 
The Legendre (or spherical) polynomials defined by 
(ooi -n.n + \ - X 
-)• (5.3.9) 
easily follow from the continuous ^/-Legendre polynomials given by 
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PM^)-M 
q-\q''^\q'e",q'e-" 
q-q'-q 
q;q),x = cos^. (5.3.10) 
q r i 
by taking the limit 
\[mP,Xx;q) = P„{x). 
i/Tl 
(5.3.11; 
of course, we also have 
limP„(x\q) = P„(x). 
</Tl 
(5.3.12) 
5.4 Big <y-Laguerre —> Laguerre 
The Laguerre polynomials defined by 
X). (5.4.1) 
a= q 
can be obtained from the big ^-Laguerre polynomials by the substitution and 
b = ( l - g ) - ^ / . 
m the detmition 
P„{x;a,b;q)=J^( q-"Ax 
aq,bq q-^q) 
1 -n - I 
1 j,,q ,(iqx 
(b q ;q)„ aq "^^ 
(5.4.2) 
of the big ^-Laguerre polynomials and the limit 9 r i 
irc^-i) \\mP,Xx-q\{\-qrq'-q)= _^ „, 
r/tl i;,'(0) 
(5.4.3) 
5.5 Little <y-Jacobi —> Jacobi / Laguerre 
(A) Little g-Jacobi —> Jacobi 
The Jacobi polynomials defined by 
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^" ^^~ rt\ ^ ' a + 1 
1-x, (5.5.1) 
simply follow from the little 9-Jacobi polynomials defined by 
P„{x;a.b\q)=M' 
aq 
q;qx) (5.5.2) 
in the following way: 
\imP„(x;q'',q' 
(/Tl 
pr(i-2x) (5.5.3) 
(B) Little (y-Jacobi —> Laguerre 
If we take , for arbitrary real and in the definition 
PSx;a.b\q)=J,{ 
~n I n + l q "abq 
aq 
q;qx). (5.5.4) 
of the little 9-Jacobi polynomials and then take the limit we obtain the Laguerre 
polynomials given by 
X). ;5.5.5) 
\imp„a{l-q)x;q\-q' 
(/Tl L ; : ' ( 0 ) 
(5.5.6) 
5.6 Little g-Legendre —> Legendre / Spherical 
If we take the limit in the definition 
PniA^)=A( CI '\r' q;qx). (5.6.1) 
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of the little 9-Legendre polynomials we simply find the Legendre (or spherical) 
polynomials given by 
,(0.0)/ pM=prM=2F\ 
-« ,o + l 1-x )• (5.6.2) 
\imp„(x\q) = p„(^-2x). (5.6.3) 
5.7 Continuous big ^-Hermite --> Hermite 
If we set a = 0 and in the definition 
^„ix;a\q) = a'\(/>,( q-\ae'\ae-" 
0,0 ^;<?) 
-n 10 
q\q''e''''\x = CQ%e. (5.7.1) 
of the continuous big ^-Hermite polynomials and let q tend to one, we obtain the Hermite 
polynomials given by 
//„(x) = (2x)%f;( -"/^ ,-'"-'X 
-? ' • (5.7.2) 
in the following way: 
hm - = //„(x). 
' / • ' ' ' ('^-•i\\ ( ^ ) ' 
(5.7.3) 
a - . a v / 2 ( l - g ) ^ "^ ^ 
If we take and 
V^|(l-9) 
in the definition 
H,XxAq)^a-'\<l,^{ q-\ae'\ae"' 
0,0 ^;9) 
,mtf .A ,ae 
^;/e'^'^),x = cos^. (5.7.4) 
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q \1 
of the continuous big g-Hermite polynomials and take the limit we find the Hermite 
polynomials defined by 
H„{x) = i2x)'\F,{ •"A,'"-% i^- (5.7.5) 
with shifted argument: 
^.^HMCfy;a^W^U_^_^^^^^^ 
'/tl ("^y 
(5.7.6) 
5.8 Continuous <y-Laguerre --> Laguerre 
If we set in the definitions 
i _ , i . 1 ^ , 1 
m^^.if'^"^'''^'^''^ (mX ^',0 m) 
q;q~'"*'e"''\x = cos6. (5.8.1) 
and 
q:q),x = cos(9. (5.8.2) 
f. -1 
of the continuous ^-Laguerre polynomials and take the limit we find the Laguerre 
polynomials defined by 
n\ a + \ 
X). (5.8.3) 
In fact we have: 
'/Tl 
(a), li?^p:'(^ ^ )^=Lr(2-) (5.8.4) 
and 
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^]^prM^)=L'>)- (5.8.5) 
5.9 Continuous g-Hermite —> Hermite 
The Hermite polynomials defined by 
H„{x) = {2x)\F,{ "A.-'-X 
-¥ (5.9.1) 
can be obtained from the continuous ^-Hermite polynomials given by 
/ / „ (xL) = e'"%</>„(^"'^ ^ ;9V"' '),x = cos^. 
by setting . In fact we have: 
(5.9.2) 
hm \ = H„{x). (5.9.3) 
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